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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 10 years, we have seen increasing use of real-time systems to 

monitor and control large and arbitrarily complex real-world systems. The biggest 

problem is the fundamental limitation of human capacity for dealing with such 

complexity. This has led to a considerable amount of research on how to manage 

complexity for such large systems. There is a growing consensus that the best way for 

humans to manage such arbitrarily complex systems is through the use of object-

oriented design and programming tools [20, 39, 81], At the same time, there are few 

object-oriented tools available for the design and development of large real-time 

systems. 

There has been a great deal of research done on active database design. Most 

of this research has been for relational databases, but there is an increasing amount of 

work being done on active object-oriented databases. These databases are mostly disk-

resident and of little use for real-time systems, but some of the design features and 

concepts are useful for real-time applications. For real-time databases most of the 

research is also for relational database systems, but recently there has been some work 

on object-oriented real-time database systems. Much of the real-time database research 

(both relational and object-oriented) has focused on very &st, veiy small, real-time 

database systems with requirements of less than one millisecond transaction time 

deadlines. This work ignores a large class of problems: large database systems with 
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very high transaction loads (on the order of thousands per second) and only moderate 

deadlines (on the order of tens or hundreds of milliseconds). In the area of control, the 

very fast, very small databases would typically be used for machine controllers 

mounted very close to the real-world device or entity being monitored and controlled. 

A very large database with a high transaction load and moderate deadlines would 

typically be used to monitor and control a very large real-world system. Examples with 

such requirements are; an interstate gas pipeline network, a water distribution system, 

an entire factory, etc. Throughout the text we refer to these applications as target 

explications. We have developed a model for large, real-time active object-oriented 

databases (REACT) and have implemented the REACT database kernel as a proof of 

concept. The target applications imply that the system will be memory-resident, but 

that is not required by the model. We have developed a concurrency control algorithm 

for REACT and simulated the REACT database model to verify performance. We also 

presem our research on other real-time database issues and REACT features such as: 

distributed database, confluence, termination, observable determinism, concurrency, 

missed deadlines, timers, alarming, and history. We also show how REACT can be 

used to implement real-world control systems. 
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1.1 Contribution 

The current work on real-time databases has largely ignored environments with 

very high transaction loads and moderate deadlines. To bridge this gap, we have 

developed a model for large, real-time active object-oriented databases (REACT) and 

implemented the REACT database kernel as proof of concept. The model is based on 

encapsulated events and rule objects. Encapsulated events are named events that have 

a one-to-one correspondence to real-world events instead of being based on database 

events. Rule objeas respond to encapsulated events and replace the traditional rule 

base. Rule objects are much more efBcient than traditional rules because, with 

encapsulated events, we avoid searching the rule base after performing a database 

operation. With REACT the task of creating an application is greatly simplified 

because of the encapsulated event / rule object interface. The tasks of writing the 

encapsulated event, rule objects and application dependent code are separated. For 

example, in a control environment, the REACT rule and event system provides a clean 

separation of duties between the control engineer, the computer engineer, and the 

electrical engineer. 

We have developed a new algorithm for concurrency control for the REACT 

object database model to take advantage of multi-processor systems and have 

simulated the REACT object database model for a multiprocessor system using the 

REACT concurrency control algorithm. We have also developed an algorithm, based 
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on the REACT object database model, to distribute objects across multiple computers 

when a single computer cannot provide the required performance. We give a recovery 

algorithm for the REACT object database model designed to meet the needs of a 

subset of the target applications. We have also developed and implemented a set of 

techniques (tools) to allow a user to test a target database to determine whether or not 

it satisfies properties of termination, confluence, and observable determinism. We also 

look at features needed for typical real-world applications for which REACT was 

designed. We show how REACT can be used to implement large real-world control 

systems. 
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCH 

Lortz et al. [68] has looked at the use of an object-oriented database for real

time control. The system they developed was called MDARTS (Multiprocessor 

Database Architecture for Real-Time Systems). This is a framework for developing 

object-oriented data management services on multiprocessor computing platforms and 

is intended for hard real-time systems. As with REACT, this database does not support 

ad hoc queries, but supports fast transaction times for typical transactions required by 

typical target real-time applications. While REACT is for large real-time database 

systems with moderate deadlines, MDARTS is for very smaU real-time database 

systems with deadlines under one millisecond. They claim a guarantee of transaction 

times less than 100 microseconds which would only be possible for very small 

databases with light loading. Unlike REACT, MDARTS is not active. This work also 

ignores the issue of recovery which is very important for the class of real-time 

applications for which REACT was designed. 

Another important area of related work was that of active object-oriented 

databases not designed for real-time applications [5,29,30, 32,41, 42, 54, 59]. R. 

Agrawal et al. at AT&T have done a considerable amount of work based on ODE 

(Object Database Environment) [32,41, 42, 54, 59]. This is a disk-based system that 

Ms into the category of a persistent object add-on for an object-oriented 

programming language (C-H-). The rules in ODE are the same as rules for relational 
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systems except that the events are based on operations on objects instead of relational 

operations. The basic events are before member function execution, after member 

function execution, before insert, after insert, before delete, after delete, etc. They also 

support a syntax for composite event detection. Unlike REACT, the member functions 

are executed by the client after objects are retrieved from the server. This database is 

not meant for real-time applications. S. Chadravarthy et al. at the University of Florida 

have done work on Sentinel [13, 29, 30], an active object-oriented disk-resident 

database. Their work is very similar to ODE except that they use event objects to 

detect events and rules are considered objects. The event objects, however, still use 

the same low level database events as ODE and the rules are still declared in the same 

manner. This is also a persistent object add-on for C-H-. As with ODE, this database is 

not suitable for real-time applications. 

Aiken et al. have done research on techniques for predicting the behavior of 

database rules for a relational database with a traditional rule base [8,9]. They develop 

conservative algorithms to determine if the properties, termination, confluence, and 

observable determinism, hold for a given rule base. The algorithms they develop are 

based on execution graphs derived from analyzing the rule base. We have also 

developed conservative algorithms for determining if the properties, termination, 

confluence, and observable determinism hold, but for an object oriented database that 

uses encapsulated events and rule objects to implement active fimctionality. 

Ulusoy et al. have done research on speeding up concurrency control by 
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preprocessing transactions that run on a memory-resident real-time relational database 

[98]. They require all possible transactions to be processed offline to pre-determine 

the read set and write set before they can be submitted for execution. We do similar 

pre-processing to speed up concurrency control. However, because the REACT model 

is object-oriented and fully supports encapsulation, all possible database operations are 

predefined as part of the database. For this reason, we can pre-process the database 

rather than individual transactions to speed up concurrency control algorithms. This 

has a similar effect on speed up and also eliminates the need to pre-define and pre-

process all possible transactions. Our algorithm is based on execution groups as 

described in Chapter 5. 

Since REACT is a memory-resident database we also looked at general 

research for memory resident databases [36,40,44, 56,66, 98]. A key issue with any 

memory-resident database is a recovery algorithm to restore the database to a valid 

state in the event of system crash. The existing work ignores one of the major 

requirements in many real-time systems: the need to be up and running as soon as 

possible (within seconds) after a system crash or hardware feilure. Existing systems are 

only designed for high throughput and the ability to completely recover all transactions 

in the event of Mure. As an example, Jagadish et al. have done research on recovering 

fi-om crashes with memory-resident databases [56]. They write a "redo log" to disk, as 

part of every transaction, in able to insure that every transaction can be recovered in 

case of a system crash. This does guarantee that each and every transaction that 
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occurred before the crash can be restored but at the cost of reducing the performance 

such that it would not be adequate to support the loads required by the applications 

for which REACT was designed. Also, recovery time is much greater since all log file 

entries must be applied to the database before transaction processing can resume. With 

control systems, it is more important to be up and running as soon as possible than to 

completely recover all database transactions. 

Another area of related research is for real-time transaction processing [1,2, 

11, 24, 46, 49, 52, 79, 84, 86, 91, 93, 96, 98, 100]. Ahnost all of this research was for 

transaction loads much less than thousands of transactions per second. None of this 

research pre-processes the database to speed up concurrency control as is done with 

REACT. Also, almost all of this research assumes that the time to perform 

concurrency control is insignificant in comparison to the time to execute transactions. 

With the high transaction loads required by the applications for which REACT was 

designed, the time to execute concurrency control algorithms becomes very significant. 

As an example, one of the most quoted papers on real-time transaction processmg by 

Garcia-Molina et al. [1] does not take into account the time to execute the lock 

manager, conflia manager, and deadlock detection manager. This is possible since the 

transaction loads supported are less than 10 transactions per second. With this rate of 

transaction processing, the time to perform concurrency control algorithms is 

insignificant. In contrast, since they assume the time to execute concurrency control 

algorithms is insignificant, they focus their research on scheduling algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE REACT OBJECT 
DATABASE MODEL 

We have developed an object-oriented database model for active real-time 

systems that would be not only easy to use but would also have a one to one 

correspondence with events in the real-world instead of with events being based on 

database operations. To achieve this, we developed the notion of encapsulated events 

which are named events that are detected internally by objects with private algorithms 

for detecting events. As data flows into the database from the real-worid we generate 

example events such as "value changed" or "fault detected" which correspond to real-

world events instead of database events such as "after update" or "after insert". To 

replace traditional rules we also developed rule objects that are fired by encapsulated 

events and not database operations. The REACT database model is based on the 

standard object model together with encapsulated events and rule objects to add active 

capability to the database. The following sections provide a more formal discussion of 

this model. 

3.1 REACT Database Model and Defmitions 

The user view of the database is a set of object classes. For each object class 

there will be one member function for each update/queiy operation that is valid for 
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that object class. We define two kinds of member functions. An update member 

Junction (Figure 3.1) can cause changes to the database. A query member function 

(Figure 3.2) can never cause any changes to the database. (Note the difference in the 

graphical symbolism for the two function types.) 

Since the REACT model is for real-time database systems, we separate object 

attributes into two categories; those that change in real-time (real-time attributes) and 

those that do not (configuration attributes). An attribute is a real-time attribute if it 

can change in real-time in response to updates or events. An attribute is a 

configuration attribute if it can never change in real-time and is only set when the 

object is created or configured. This turns out to be important for the efiBcient 

implementation of recovery algorithms as discussed in Chapter S. 

Because REACT is active, database operations can trigger events that cause 

actions. With REACT we use a publish and subscribe model based on encapsulated 

Figure 3.1 Notation for update member function 

A queriesB 

Figure 3.2 Notation for query member function 
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events. We will say that an object publishes an event, if that object detects the event 

and notifies the DBMS when the event occurs. We will say that an object subscribes 

to an event if that object requests to be notified by the DBMS when the event occurs. 

Encapsulated events are the foundation for the active features of REACT. The notion 

is formally defined as follows; 

Definition 3.1. Assume an object O with event E. E is an encapsulated event (Figure 

3.3) if 0 publishes E and keeps the detection algorithm private, revealing only a name, 

signature, and a description. 

With the REACT database model, all event handling and notification are 

handled by the DBMS kernel, so objects are only responsible for notifying the DBMS 

of the occurrence of an event. An object triggers an encapsulated event when that 

object detects the encapsulated event and notifies the DBMS of this occurrence. Aiter 

an object triggers an event, the DBMS delivers an event notification to all subscribers. 

A has one event (El) 
for which there are two 
subsctflaers (B arxi C). 

Figure 3.3 Notation for encapsulated events 
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The event handler for an event is the block of code that is executed by a subscriber on 

delivery of event notification. A rule is fired when an event notification is delivered 

and the event handler is executed. We will now define rule objects which replace the 

notion of a rule base in a traditional active database. As will be examined in Chapter 7, 

the use of encapsulated events and rule objects provides a speedup that is critical to 

the success of a real-time active database. 

Definition 3.2. Assume an object 0. O is a rule object if 0 subscribes to encapsulated 

events and executes event handlers that perform actions (execute update member 

fiinctions and/or trigger events) based on conditions (fi-om executing query member 

fiinctions). 

Because REACT is a real-time database, some objects will have the ability to 

interact with the real-world through device drivers. We will say that an objea is an 

interface object if this object is directly tied to some entity in the real-worid, through a 

device driver, either for input or for output. An observable action is any action which 

can cause a change in the real-world external to the database (through an interface 

object). Finally all of these definitions are put together to define the REACT object 

database. 
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Definition 3.3. Let D be an object database. D is di REACT object database if; 

a) All object communication is through member function execution and 
encapsulated events. 

b) All reactions to events are implemented using rule objects. 

c) All external communication with the real-world is through interface objects. 

d) All attributes are defined as either real-time attributes or configuration 
attributes. 

3.2 Encapsulated Events 

Traditionally, the only interface to objects is through the invocation of public 

member fiinctions. Encapsulated events extend the object interface to include events. 

Just as the algorithms for member function execution are private, event detection 

algorithms are also private - only the name and description are revealed. This approach 

greatly simplifies the object programmer's task. He/she is only required to notify the 

DBMS whenever a public event is detected and is not required to process the event as 

part of the object's behavior. The DBMS is responsible for maintaining a subscriber 

list and notifying all subscnbers when an event occurs. As an example consider a 

"stock" object with encapsulated event "price changed". The object progranmier 

would be responsible for triggering the encapsulated event "price changed" when the 

stock price changes. A rule object that wished to know when the price of this stock 

changed would simply subscribe to "price changed" and would not have to know all of 
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the member functions that could possibly change the stock price. The rule object must 

only be aware of the name of the encapsulated event and its signature. 

3.2.1 Advantages of encapsulated events 

In this section we list some of the advantages of REACT encapsulated events 

compared to the way events are typically defined and implemented for a traditional 

rule base system. 

1) Performance. The object programmer has full knowledge of the internal workings 

of the object and is fi'ee to optimize the event detection. In some cases the object 

programmer can detect an event with minimal computation overhead by placing a 

trigger statement in the appropriate place. 

2) Data hiding and encapsulation is essentiaUy the paradigm that is used for member 

functions. It has always been the case that the algorithms for performing member 

functions are private. All publicly accessible member fiincticns must be named and 

made public. With encapsulated events all algorithms for detecting events are private 

and all publicly accessible events must be named and made public. This essentially 

extends the notion of encapsulation to events. 
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3) Many complex event detection scenarios could require access to private attributes. 

Encapsulated events are detected internally just as operations are executed intemaUy 

with no violation of object-oriented principles. 

4) With encapsulated events, the rule object programmer simply subscribes to a given 

event. It is not necessary to know what member functions might trigger that event. 

5) Named events, just like named operations, are much easier to use. You specify what 

you want to detect not haw to detect it. Rule objects only need to know the name of 

the encapsulated event and its signature. 

6) The object programmer is free to completely change the internal data structures and 

rewrite all of the member functions and event detection. As long as the existing 

interface stays the same, all users of the object will not be affected in any way. 

7) Since rule objects subscribe to a given encapsulated event, the algorithm to fire a 

rule for that event is faster than the traditional rule base approach. 
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3.3 Composite Event Detection 

With our event model it is possible to create objects to detect higher level 

events based on a combination of events on other objects. In this case a rule object 

subscribes to one or more events on other objects and publishes events which are 

triggered when a combination of events occur on the other objeas. As an example, in 

the pipeline industry it might be desirable to create an object class for detecting 

pipeline leaks. For a stock trading program it might be desirable to create an object 

class to detect trends in the market. These objects would then raise higher level events 

such as "leak detected" or "trend detected" based on a sequence of lower level events 

such as "pressure changed" or "price changed". 

3.4 Rule Objects 

With the REACT object database model, the rule programmer defines rules by 

creating rule classes. The general form of a rule class is given in Figure 3.4. For each 

application of the rule, one rule object is instantiated with a set of objects as 

parameters to the constructor. A rule can apply either to a single object, or to an entire 

class. In the case that a rule applies to an entire class, a rule object is automatically 

instantiated whenever an object is instantiated for that class. Rule objects subscribe to 
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CLASS:<class-name> 1 

i ATTRIBUTES 
{<^T)e> <attribute-l>; ... <typexattribute-N>;} i 

i 

CONSTRUCTOR(<parameter-l>, ..., <parameter-N>) 
I { <statements> } 
I I 
I PUBLISH 
1 { <6ventl>(<paiameter-l>, ..., <parameter-N>)... | 
I <eventM>(<parameter-l>, ..., <parameter-N>)} 

j EVENT (<object-lcey-I>:<event-name-I>] 
j (<parameter-I>, ..., <parameter-N>) I 

{ <condition and action statements^} 

j EVENT [<objea-key-M>:<event-name-M>l 
I (<paiameter-I>, ..., <parameter-N>) 
! { <l»)ndition and action statements> } 
I 

Figure 3 .4 General form of a rule class 

events on other objects and then perform actions (based on conditions) when notified 

of an event by the system. The process is described in the following subsections. 

3.4.1 Event handlers 

The rule programmer must write an event handler for each event that is 

subscribed to. These event handlers would typically perform actions (based on 

conditions) when they are executed. The database kernel handles all of the details of 

event notification, the rule programmer is only responsible for specifying the 

conditions and actions. As an example a rule object for purchasing would execute 

member fimctions on inter&ce objects to buy stock. 
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3.4.2. Rule conditions 

The rule object programmer would be free to call query member functions on 

other objects as part of condition evaluation. The rule object programmer can not call 

update member functions as part of condition evaluation. Continuing with the stock 

example above, the condition to buy stock might be: (price < 100). 

3.4.3 Rule actions 

The rule programmer has two options for actions; 1) take action directly by 

calling update member functions on other objects. Or 2) defer actions to another rule 

object or rule objects by triggering one or more events. 

3.5 Summary 

The REACT database model provides a powerflil environment for 

implementing real-world active control systems. We will refer to the model descnbed 

in this chapter as the REACT database model. A database system that implements the 

model will be referred to as a REACT database system. A target database created to 

run on a REACT database system will be referred to as a REACT database. The 

prototype database kernel described in Chapter 4 will be referred to as the REACT 

implementation. We will use this notation unless it is clear from the context. We 
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describe the implementation of a REACT kernel to implement this model in Chapter 4. 

Concurrency control algorithms based on this model are described in Chapter 5. We 

analyze the performance of the REACT database model for single and multiprocessor 

systems in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 looks at techniques for testing the correctness of 

target databases. In Chapter 8 a recovery algorithm is given that works for this model 

and Chapter 9 briefly looks at additional features that are needed for a full blown 

system. A complete description of how the REACT database model can be used to 

implement control systems is given in Chapter 10. 
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CHAPTER 4. PROOF OF CONCEPT PROTOTYPE 

An active object-oriented real-time database kernel based on the REACT 

database model has been developed to test our research concepts. The encapsulated 

event / rule object model along with the standard member function inter&ce has been 

fully implemented. The source code for this implementation is given in Appendix C. 

The resulting REACT database system is a memory resident database designed to 

support the transaction loads required for the real-time applications described in 

Chapter 1. The kernel processes incoming transactions and handles all event 

notifications. In keeping with the REACT model, the only external interface to the 

database is through member function execution. Each transaction must contain one or 

more member function execution statements. Each member function statement 

contains an object-key, method-id, and parameters. After each member function is 

executed the return value (if any) and all of the output parameters are placed in the 

output queue to be returned to the calling process. If there is no return value or output 

parameters a simple success message is returned. If the object-key is invalid, the 

method-id is invalid, or the parameters are incorrect, an error code along with a 

message is returned. All real-time transactions are operations on one or more explicitly 

identified objects. 
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4.1 Real-time Transaction Execution 

All transactions consist of one or more member functions execution 

statements. As these transactions are executed, encapsulated events could be triggered 

and must be queued up to be delivered to subscribers. We will need a queue for 

incoming transactions, a queue for responses, and a queue for triggered events. The 

basic system diagram to implement this is shown in Figure 4.1. The three main queues 

used by the REACT Kernel will be: the transaction queue, the response queue, and the 

event queue. Transactions enter the transaction queue and are processed in arrival 

order. Each transaction is made up of one or more operations on objects. As a 

transaction is executed, one or more encapsulated events may be triggered. As each 

Transaction 
Queue 

Response 
Queue 

Event 
Queue REACT 

Kernel 

Figure 4.1 The basic REACT system diagram 
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one of these encapsulated events is triggered, one entry is placed in the pending 

encapsulated event queue. After the transaction has finished execution, a response is 

placed in the response queue and, for each entry in the pending encapsulated event 

queue, an event notification is delivered to all of the rule objects that have subscribed 

to that event. It is possible that the actions performed on the delivery of event 

notifications will in turn trigger additional events, which would result in more entries 

in the pending encapsulated event queue. 

4.2 Event Manager 

We felt that it was very important that the object programmer should not be 

burdened with managing subscribers or delivering event notifications. This is important 

because of the need to simplify the object programers task, to be certain that all event 

notifications are delivered correctly, and because a database cannot be considered 

active if the user is required to implement the active functionality. For these reasons, 

we implemented an event manager to handle all of the details of subscribing for events 

and delivering event notifications. The REACT event manager maintains subscriber 

lists for all objects in the database and handles aU event notifications when an event is 

triggered. When an object is instantiated the event manager creates an array of linked 

lists, one list for each published event (see Figure 4.2). These lists are initially empty 

and one item is added to a list every time an object subscribes to one of the published 
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pbject Table 
Subscribers 

Events 

Figure 4.2 The event list structure 

events (see the code fragment for subscribing to an event in Figure 4.3). There will be 

one such set of lists created by the REACT event manager for each object in the 

database that publishes events. When an objea triggers an event the event manager 

places one entry in the pending event queue that contains the OID (Object ID) of the 

event originator and the event number. This operation runs in constant time (see the 

code fragment in Figure 4.4). After the current operation completes there will be zero 

or more events on the pending event list. For each pending event, the originator OID, 

which for REACT is the offset in the object table, is used to index into the object table 

and locate the entry for that object. The event number, which is determined at compile 

time and passed as an argument, is then used to index into the event array and locate 

the event list. All of the subscribers on the event list are delivered an event notification. 

The code firagment to dispatch event notifications for aU pending events is shown in 
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I event_id_c db_object_t: :subscribe_event(chat *(cey, char ••event_name) 

I ( 
return oodb->subscribe_event(oid, key, event_name); 

1 

event_id_t obj ect_database_t::subscribe_event(obj ect_id_t subscriber, 
char *lcey, 
char "event) 

{ 

db_obj ect_t *obj; 
event_iist_t 'eiist; 
char **events; 
int n events; 

I ' 
I 

obj_list->get(key, Sobj, Selist); I 

if {(obi == NULL) il {elisz — NULL)1 ! 
{ 

return 0; 
/ i 

! 

short event_number = -1; ! 
n_events = obj->published_event5(4events I; | 

for (int i=0; i < n_events; i++l  |  
{ \ 

if (0 == Strcmpi(events[ii, event!) I  

f ; 
event_nuniber = i; 
break; 

) i 

1 ; 
if (event_nuinber == -i) 

{ I 
return 0; 

) 
I 

event_id_t eid = next_event_id(); | 

elist->add_subscriber(event_number, subscriber, eid); | 
return eid; 1 

Figure 4.3 Code fragments to subscribe to an event 

void db_object_t: :triqger_event(short event_nuinber) 
{ 

oodb->trigger_event(oid, event number); 

void object_database_t: :trigger_event(object_id_t event_otiginator, 
I short event_number) 
{ 

pending_events[nura_pending_events] .event_originator « event_originator; 
pending_events[nurn_pending_events] .event_number = event_number; 
num_pending_events++; 

) 

Figure 4.4 Code fragments to trigger event 
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Figure 4.5. The complexity of this algorithm is constant time for each rule that is fired 

and 0(n) to fire all rules, where n is the total number of rules fired by a transaction. 

This is the best that can be done for any implementation since there will always be 

some work to do for each rule that is fired. For the prototype, we have implemented 

only the deferred coupling mode since there is some consensus [15] that multiple 

coupling modes need not be supported with real-time databases. 

I void object_database_c::trigger_pending_events(void) 

! for (int i"0; i < num pending_events; i+f) 
[ . 

j db_ob]ecr_c 'obj; 
1 event_list_c •eiist; 

I obj_iist->get(pending_evencs[il.evenc_otiginator, Sobj, Selistl; 

t if (elist — NULL) 
; ( 

j continue; 

I event_list_elem_t *elem; 

j for (elem = elist->list[pending_events[il.event_numberl; 
I elem !=» NULL; 
j elem » elem->next) 

( 
I db_obj ect_t 'obj; 
1 event_list_t "elist; 
I obj_list->get(elem->subscriber, sobj, Selist); 

if (obj =• NULL) 

I { 

1 continue; 

I ! 
obj->event_occurred(elein->eid) ; 

) 
1 
num_pending_events = 0; 

) 

Figure 4.5 Code fragment to fire all rules that have subscribed to pending events 
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4.3 Example Transaction 

Our example transaction is an object update that triggers one event for which 

there is one subscriber. This subscriber executes a member function on another object 

upon receiving the event notification. Executing this member function then triggers a 

second event for which there are no subscribers. A breakdown of all the operations 

executed by REACT when such a transaction is received is given in Figure 4.6. 

Multiple method invocations for a single transaction are allowed. 

j 1) The objea key is hashed to locale the correct object i 

I 2) The generic execute member function is called on that object to locate the 
I member function and verify the arguments. 

3) Call and execute the actual method, which also triggers one event. { 

4) When the object triggers the event the event manager retrieves the OID for the I 
subscriber and uses this to locate the event list for this object One element is | 
added to the pending event list for the one entry on the subscriber list for this j 
event. j 

I I 
i 

5) When the member function returns, all pending events are dispatched. In this j 

case there is only one event on the list I 

I i 
I j 

6) The event notification is delivered to the subscriber. This subscriber executes I 
some statements after receiving event notification and calls a member function on | 
another object | 

I 

7) The member fiuction then executes some statements and triggers one final j 

event for which there is no subscriber. j 
I 

8) The DBMS checks the event list one more time and finds no more events and 
proceeds with the next transaction. 

Figure 4.6 An example transaction 
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4.4 Comparison to a Rule Base 

The REACT rule system using rule objects is much more efScient than a 

traditional rule base system. All overhead for the REACT rule system is constant time 

for each rule that is fired. For a non-indexed rule base the rule overhead when 

executing a member fimction is 0(n), where n is the number of rules for a given objea 

table. With a traditional rule base implementation, after each update member fimction 

is executed, the entire rule base for that object table must be searched. With REACT, 

rule objects register for named events on specific objects and the overhead is constant 

time for each rule that is fired. Even with a tree-indexed rule base the overhead would 

be 0(log(n)). The primary reason for the efficient dispatching of rules in the REACT 

database is that the traditional rule base approach assumes that any rule could possibly 

be triggered by updating any object. REACT uses the subscription information 

provided by the encapsulated event system to determine exactly which rules are fired 

by each object event. For real-time systems this advantage is critical. 

4.5 Summary 

The main purpose of the kernel implementation was to show that the REACT 

database model could be efficiently implemented. We were able to implement the 

REACT rule system such that the rule system overiiead is constant time for each rule 
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fired, which is the best that can be done. This also serves as a test bed for determining 

how long it will take to execute transactions. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCURRENCY CONTROL AND 
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE ALGORITHMS 

In this chapter we consider two ways to execute transactions concurrently: 1) 

Execute transactions concurrently on a multiprocessor computer or 2) Execute 

transactions concurrently on separate, networked computers. 

5.1 Concurrency Control 

Up until this point, we have assumed that all database transactions are 

executed one at a time (serially). This will be satisfactory for many applications that 

run on single-processor, memory-resident systems. However, for performance reasons, 

there are many applications that will require transactions to execute concurrently using 

multi-processor systems. As is well documented in the literature [33, 97], if we 

execute transactions in parallel, we must resolve the problems of lost update, 

uncommitted dependency, inconsistent analysis, and deadlock. We want to make the 

transactions appear to be atomic. With the memory resident features of REACT and a 

recovery algorithm like the one discussed in Chapter 8, we are able to support very 

high transaction loads (on the order of thousands of transactions per second). These 

high transaction loads create new challenges for concurrency control algorithms. 

Almost all previous real-time concurrency control research is for database systems that 
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handle less that 100 transactions per second [1, 52, 79, 84, 86, 91], many of these 

support less than 10 transactions per second. Such research typically ignores the time 

that it takes to manage locks, detect deadlock, run scheduling algorithms, etc. With 

the transaction loads supported by a REACT database system, the time to detect 

deadlock, the time required for every transaction to support rollback, and the time to 

run schedulmg algorithms becomes very significant. If at all possible, we should 

prevent deadlock because of the overhead and the unpredictability associated with it. 

In this chapter we present a concurrency control algorithm for the REACT database 

system which takes very little time to execute and prevents deadlock. 

5.1.1 Background 

The key features of REACT and the applications for which is was designed 

that affect the design of concurrency control algorithms are; 1) real-time, 2) memory-

resident, 3) object-oriented, 4) high transaction load, 5) very short transaction times, 

and 6) rare configuration changes. There has been a great deal of research for real

time concurrency control algorithms for real-time databases [1,2, 46, 52, 79, 84, 91, 

93,98], but none of this research takes into account all of these &ctors, especially a 

high transaction load. Based on the properties of REACT, we have designed a 

pessimistic concurrency control algorithm that takes very little time to execute, does 

not rollback executing transactions, and still provides a high level of concurrency for 

most practical databases. We did not consider optimistic concurrency control 
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algorithms because they require rollback and because of the unpredictability and 

overhead associated with rollback. The real value of the REACT concurrency control 

algorithm is achieved in multiple processor systems. With these systems, we can very 

significantly increase the throughput by the use of concurrency control algorithms. We 

will now discuss the features of a REACT database system and typical applications 

one at a time and how they affect concurrency control algorithms. 

Memory Resident. Because target applications will require REACT to be 

memory-resident, transaction execution times are much shorter and there is no 

blocking for 10. With disk-based concurrency control algorithms, the time to execute 

concurrency control algorithms is insignificant in relation to even a single disk access. 

In contrast, with a memory-resident database, the time to execute concurrency control 

algorithms is very significant. 

Object-oriented With object-oriented databases such as REACT that fully 

support encapsulation, operations are not performed by the DBMS, but are performed 

by individual objects when member fimctions or event handlers are executed. This 

essentially defines all of the possible operations and gives us information that can be 

used to pre-process the database.. 
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Simple transactions. For the target applications the majority of transactions are 

simple sensor updates to keep the database in sync with the state of the real-world. 

The need to rollback is reduced since it may take, on average, less time to let 

transactions run to completion. This, combined with the fact that target applications 

require REACT to be memory-resident, means the time that a concurrency control 

algorithm takes to execute becomes extremely significant. 

High transaction load. For a REACT system, we assume on the order of 

thousands of transactions per second. This means that the concurrency control 

algorithm will have to be executed on the order of thousands of times per second. 

Rare configuration changes. Because configuration changes are rare in target 

applications, we can optimize concurrency control for real-time transactions. Also, 

pre-processing the database becomes feasible when configuration changes are rare. 

5.1.2 Design goals 

In this section we start by giving the basic design goals the REACT 

concurrency control algorithm. 

1) possible we should pre-process the database because of the extra information 

available fi'om the object oriented-features and because configuration changes are rare. 
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2) Because REACT is memory-resident and there is a large volume of simple 

transactions, any concurrency control algorithm will have to run in an absolute 

minimum amount of time. 

3) Because REACT is real-time and there is a large volume of simple transactions, 

transaction rollback should be avoided. Also adding rollback capability would increase 

average transaction times because of the extra work to save the original state. We also 

did not want to burden the object programmer with having to take rollback into 

consideration when defining object behavior. 

5.1.3 Execution groups 

With a relational database, there is no restriction on the transactions that can 

be performed on the database. Even though there are numerous transactions that "do 

not make sense" and would never be executed on a relational database, the DBMS has 

to be prepared to execute any and all possible transactions. In contrast, with an objea 

oriented database that fully supports encapsulation, transactions are limited to 

operations that can be performed by member functions. As it turns out, this added 

information plus the encapsulated event / rule object features will allow us to pre-

process the database to determine which objects can have transactions executed on 

them concurrently. We discovered that we could pre-determine objects that cannot 

have transactions executing on them concurrently and group them together in 
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"execution groups". These execution groups then make it possible to quickly 

determine if incoming transactions can be executed concurrently. We will now present 

our work starting with the definitions for query relation set, update relation set, and 

execution group. 

The query relation set of an object, QRS(O), is recursively defined as the set 

of objects that query or are queried by that object. Similarly, the update relation set of 

an object, URS(O), is recursively defined as the set of objects that update or are 

updated by that object. The update relation set of 0 and the query relation set of 0 

will always include O itself We will split the REACT database into N execution 

groups as defined below. 

Two objeas 0^, Ob, will be in the same execution group G, if and only if; 

(URS(0 J u QRS(OA)) n (URS(OB) U QRS(OB)) 0 

For every database transaction there will be an execution set which is the set of 

execution groups computed by the taking the union of all of the execution groups of 

the objects that are specified in the transaction. Transactions are compatible 

transactions if the intersection of their execution sets is empty. We extend the 

definition of update relation set and query relation set to transactions. The update 

relation set of a transaction URS(T) is the union of the update relation sets of the 
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objects that are operated on by that transaction. The query relation set of a 

transaction QRS(T) is the union of the query relation sets of the objects that are 

operated on by that transaction. 

Lemma 5.1. For a REACT database D, compatible transactions can execute 

concurrently and the final state of the database will be the same as if the transactions 

were executed serially. 

Proof. Assume that for two compatible transactions, T^, Tj, executed concurrently, 

there is a different state than would be obtained by executing them serially. There must 

be some object that is changed by one transaction and also queried or changed by the 

other transaction. More formally there is some object O such that; 

(0 6 URS(T,) AND O € QRSCTz)) OR (0 6 QRSCTj) AND O e URS(Ti)) OR 

(O € URS(TO AND O € URSCTj)) 

which implies that for two objects O,^ operated on by Ti and O^ .operated on by Tj, 

(URS(0,) u QRS(0,)) n (URSCOj) u QRSCOj)) # 0 

which implies that Oi and Oj are in the same execution group. 
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which implies that T, and Tj are not compatible transactions and we have reached a 

contradiction. • 

In the next subsection we will give an example database and show how it can 

be divided into execution groups. These execution groups are then used for the 

REACT concurrency control algorithm. 

5.1.4 Example 

We will now describe the REACT concurrency control algorithm by first 

giving an example. We have created an example database with relationships between 

objects as shown in Figure S. 1. This database is much smaller than any real REACT 

database would be and is for illustration purposes only. Encapsulated events / rule 

objects, query member fimctions, and update member functions have been included for 

completeness. This database has eight execution groups as shown in Figure 5.2. To 

create execution groups, each object in the database is visited. We search for objects 

that are queried by, are updated by, update, or query each object. These objects are 

then recursively searched, adding each to the current execution group, until we reach 

objects that have already been included in this execution group or objects that are not 

updated or queried and do not query or update other objects. In the example, we start 
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Figure S.l Example database 
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Figure 5.2 Execution groups 
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with object A. There are no query or update arcs to or from A, so it is in an execution 

group by itself (Group 1). We move on to object B and find that it updates C, C 

queries D, and D is updated by I. Group 2 is therefore made up of B, C, D, and I. We 

skip C and D because they have already been added to an execution group, and move 

on to E. As with A, there are not any query or update arcs to or from E, so E is in a 

group by itself (Group 3). F queries G, G queries K, and G also queries L creating 

Group 4 which contains F, G, K, and L. Groups 5 through 8 are determined similarly. 

The resuhs are shown in Figure 5.2. 

5.1.5 Algorithm 

Transactions can be performed concurrently as long as they operate on objects 

in different execution groups (Lemma 5.1). The basic algorithm is then only to allow a 

transaction to execute as long it is compatible with all currently executing transactions. 

We must also limit the total number of concurrently running transactions. More 

formally, the algorithm is as follows: 

1) A transaction is eligible for execution if it is compatible with all currently executing 

transactions and it is compatible with all transactions waiting to execute. 

2) Eligible transactions are considered for execution in order of arrival. 
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3) Eligible transactions will be started as long as the total number of transactions 

currently executing is less than the number of processors. 

These rules are reevaluated for all waiting transactions when a new transaction 

arrives or a transaction completes execution. Rule 1 guarantees that no incompatible 

transactions will execute at the same time and that lower priority transactions cannot 

execute until all waiting incompatible higher priority transactions have executed. Rule 

2 guarantees that eligible transactions that arrived first will be considered first. Rule 3 

above prevents us fi-om starting too many transactions. First, the throughput is not 

increased by starting more transactions than processors, since there is no blocking for 

10. Second, the overhead of context switches will adversely afifect performance. 

This is essentially a conservative, locking algorithm where each transaction 

locks all of the objects in each of its execution groups before it is allowed to execute. 

Any transaction that contains one of the same execution groups is then blocked until 

this transaction completes. The granularity of this algorithm will be dependent on the 

number of execution groups in the target database. Notice that all resources are 

allocated at once so that transactions run to completion without blocking once they 

are started. We will now prove that no two non-serializable transactions will execute 

at the same time, and that deadlock can not happen for the REACT concurrency 

control algorithm. 
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Lemma 5.2. The REACT concurrency control algorithm will guarantee that no two 

non-serializable transactions will execute at the same time. 

Proof. From Rule 1, no transaction will be scheduled to execute unless it is compatible 

with all currently running transactions. From Lemma 5.1, all compatible transactions 

are serializable. • 

Lemma 5.3. With the REACT concurrency control algorithm, deadlock will never 

occur. 

Proof. For deadlock to occur there are four necessary conditions [69, 75]; 1) mutual 

exclusion, 2) hold and wait, 3) no preemption, and 4) circular wait. With the REACT 

concurrency control algorithm, all resources for transactions are allocated at once and 

then transactions run to completion with no waiting, so the hold and wait condition 

can never occur. If one of the necessary conditions can never occur, then deadlock can 

never occur. • 

5.1.6 Concurrent control summary 

We have developed a concurrency control algorithm suitable for high 

transaction loads (thousands of transactions per second). Because we pre-process the 

database, determining if any two transactions can run currently is reduced to 

comparing execution groups. This pre-processing is feasible since configuration 
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changes are rare for the target applications for which the REACT model was designed. 

In Chapter 6 we simulate the REACT database running on a multiprocessor system 

using this concurrency control algorithm. 

5.2 Distributed Database Algorithms 

A second way to achieve concurrent execution of transactions is to distribute 

objects to separate REACT databases running on separate computers. In this chapter 

we discuss how we can distribute REACT objects among multiple networked 

computers. 

5.2.1 Objects that must be together 

With REACT database systems we require that all transactions run to 

completion with no blocking. For this reason if one object executes member functions 

on another we will require both objeas to be on the same computer. Our algorithm 

will not allow objects that execute member functions on each other to be on different 

computers. 

5.2.2 Objects that should be together 

Rule objects that subscribe to events on another objea should, if possible, be 

on the same computer. This is not a strict requirement since it is not necessaiy to block 
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while event notifications are delivered. If these objects are not on the same computer, 

then there will be extra overhead and a networking delay when the event notifications 

are sent to another computer. For this reason our algorithm will attempt to minimize 

the number of subscribers for an event that are not on the same computer as the 

publisher for that event. 

5.2.3 Distribution algoritiim 

We will use the execution groups computed in the previous section to 

determine which objects must be on the same computer. All objects in the same 

execution group must be on the same computer. Also, for each pair of execution 

groups to be on different computers, we will compute the number of objects that 

subscribe to events on objects in the other group. The cost fiinction will then be; 

Cost = the number event notifications that must be transmitted between databases 

This cost function will minimize the number of objects that receive event 

messages firom object on another database. There is extra overhead with these events 

since they must be sent across the network. The algorithm would then be to evaluate 

exhaustively all possible splits of approximately the same size that would result in the 

least cost. The problem is that the complexity of this algorithm would be exponential. 

If we create a different graph then we can use a heuristic algorithm by He et al. [48] to 
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solve this problem. The graph we need to create for this algorithm has one node for 

each execution graph. Arcs connect nodes if and only if an event "connects" the two 

execution groups. The weight of the arc is the number of events that "connect" the 

two groups. With this graph the partition can be created using the cluster partition 

given by He et al [48]. 

There could also be other criteria such as that all of the objects that represent 

values from a particular geographic location should be on the same server if possible. 

The user might want to determine a split manually and then verify that it would be a 

valid split and the cost associated with it in terms of the number of events that would 

have to be transmitted between database servers. As an example, we will use the 

database given in Figure 5.1. If we consider all splits that put approximately half the 

objects in each database, the least cost split is shown in Figure 5.3. This is the only 

split that has zero cost. The user might have some other criteria that are more 

important, such as all objects from a certain geographical area should be in the same 

database. In this case, the user would manually choose a split, then verify that it is a 

valid split, and also determine the cost associated with the split. 

5.2.4 Distributed database summaiy 

This algorithm would be too expensive to execute if we must exhaustively 

consider all possible splits and the cost associated with each split. As with concurrency 

control, this algorithm is possible because of the extra information available from 
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REACT database model. We can determine which objects operate on each other and 

require them to be on the same computer. Because of the high transaction loads and 

predictability required for real-time systems, we do not allow any blocking once a 

transaction has started to execute. 

5.3 Summary 

We have given two methods to obtain concurrent execution of transactions for 

the purpose of increasing performance. It would be possible to use one or both of 

these methods depending on the performance requirements of a given application. 
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CHAPTER 6. ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the performance of the REACT database is analyzed for both 

single and multi-processor systems. For the single-processor case we used a closed-

form solution, and for the multi-processor case we use a simulation. 

6.1 Background 

Any given target real-time application will require a certain amount of 

processing power in order to meet all deadlines. This amount of required processing 

power will vary as a function of time for almost all applications. An efficient 

implementation (such as REACT) will reduce the amount of processing power 

required but the required processing power will still vary as a function of time. The 

problem is then to make sure that the required processing power wUl never exceed the 

available processing power or to make sure that there is enough processing power 

such that the probability of exceeding the required processing power is acceptably 

small. This is somewhat complicated in the multi-processor case since there may be 

processing power available, but because of concurrency control issues, transactions 

cannot be scheduled to run in time to meet their deadlines. In some cases it may be 

possible to put an upper bound on the required processing power. In these cases, the 

problem is then reduced to obtaining hardware that wiU provide the maximum 
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processing power required or possibly splitting the database to run on separate CPU's 

until the maximum processing power is never exceeded. This splitting is possible with 

REACT and we have developed algorithms to determine which objects can be placed 

in separate databases in the event that a split is required (see Chapter S). For some 

target real-time applications it may not be possible to put an upper bound on the 

maximum processing time required. In situations such as these, a statistical approach is 

the only alternative. The REACT model and rule system will significantly reduce 

transaction execution times and decrease the probability of a missed deadline. We have 

done statistical analysis for both single and multi-processor systems. Even in the case 

that it is possible to determine an upper bound for the required processing power it 

may still be desirable to use a statistical approach in the case that the cost of providing 

such processing power would be prohibitive and the chances of using such an amount 

of processing power would be acceptably small. In this chapter we will not take into 

consideration things such as round trip transmitter delays, networking delays, 

operating system latency, etc. All these things would have to be factored into the final 

analysis. The primary motivation in this chapter is to show that transactions wiU not 

miss their deadlines for lack of processing power or because they cannot be scheduled. 

An upper bound would ^icaUy be used to fiurtor in aU of the other delays. It might be 

desirable to use a networking technology, such as token ring, that would provide more 

deterministic networking delays. 
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6.2 Single Processor Analysis 

For single processor systems, we give examples using an upper bound 

approach and a statistical example. 

6.2.1 Single processor upper bound example 

In this section we show an example where an upper bound can be placed on 

the required processing power to guarantee that deadlines will not be missed. Assume 

a system with 10,000 objects updated every 20 seconds. The transaction deadline is 10 

milliseconds. Assume that a careful examination of all possible transactions for this 

application indicated that no transaction would take more than 1 millisecond. Such an 

examination, of course, would be quite tedious and would be dependent on objects 

created for this application and the REACT database and rule system. In order to even 

out the loading, all inputs are updated at equal intervals throughout the 20 second scan 

period. In the worst case we will use 50% of the available CPU time and no deadlines 

will be missed since all updates happen at fixed intervals. 

This method is somewhat restrictive. All inputs must be scanned periodically, 

no event-driven inputs would be allowed, and only simple pre-defined transactions are 

allowed. It may also be very tedious to examine all possible transactions to guarantee 

that they will all complete within a given time. In many cases these disadvantages are 

outweighed by an absolute guarantee that no deadlines will be missed. 
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6.2.2 Single processor statistical example 

Assume that the inter-arrival times of transactions are exponentially distributed 

and that service times are exponentially distributed, the probability that any transaction 

will miss its deadline can be calculated as follows; 

p = ! 

Where; Tq is the deadline for each transaction in seconds, A. is the arrival rate in 

transactions per second and n is the service rate in jobs per second. We can also 

calculate the mean time between missed deadlines (in minutes) as follows; 

^ _ exp^^^^(l-A/^l)) 

60 »n 

From tests of the prototype of Chapter 4, we found that about 30,000 member 

fimctions can be executed every second. It is assumed that there would be multiple 

member functions executed per transaction and that the operations might be more 

complex than for our tests. As a conservative estimate based on our simulations of the 

REACT protype, it is assumed that for typical applications 2,000 transaction could be 

executed per second. The eflfect of load on missed deadlines is shown in Figure 6.1 

assuming this execution rate and a deadline of 5ms. The effect of execution time on 
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Figure 6.1 Efifect of load on missed deadlines 

missed deadlines is shown in Figure 6.2 assuming an arrival rate of2,000 transactions 

per second and a deadline of 5ms. The parameters used (including the distributions for 

the arrival rate of transactions and the service times for transactions) will depend on 

the actual real-time system being implemented. The transaction execution times are 

also heavily dependent on the REACT database system. The calculations would have 

to be redone on a case-by-case basis to determine the probability of a missed deadline 

for a given real-time system implemented using REACT. The purpose of these 

calculations is to show that for a typical system the probability of a missed deadline 

using the REACT database can be n^gible if the average loading is kept under about 

25% and the transaction times are significantly less than the deadline times. 
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i 

Figure 6.2 Effect of execution time on missed deadlines 

In summary, there are two ways to make sure that the probability of missing a 

deadline is acceptably small; 1) Determine an upper bound for the maximum required 

processing power and provide that maximum processing power (probability of missing 

a deadline is zero), or 2) Use a statistical approach based on knowledge of the target 

application to show that the probability of missing a deadline is acceptably small. It 

should be noted that no implementation developed for a specific real-time application 

can provide absolute guarantees that all transactions will meet their deadlines if it is 

not possible to put an upper bound on the processing power required for that real-time 

application. 
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6.3 Multi-Processor Analysis 

For the multi-processor case we developed a simulator to simulate the REACT 

database running on a multiprocessor system using the REACT concurrency control 

algorithm. In this section the simulator is described and the results of our simulation 

are given. 

6.3.1 Simulation model and assumptions 

In this section we describe how the REACT database, rule system, and 

concurrency control overhead are modeled for the purpose of simulation. The REACT 

database system is modeled as a single queue system with multiple identical servers. It 

is further assumed that one processor is reserved to perform concurrency control 

algorithms and other system functions. The inter-arrival times and the member 

function execution times as well as the event handler execution times for rules are 

assumed to be exponentially distributed. It is assumed that all fired rules are started as 

separate transactions and that these "triggered transactions" are included in the 

average transaction load of incoming transactions. We assume that the REACT rule 

system overhead for firing rules is included in transaction times. This is a reasonable 

{q)proximation since, with the REACT model, the rule overhead is constant time for 

each rule fired. The cost of dispatching a REACT rule amounts to indexing into an 

array and following some pointers. This overhead would be well under a microsecond 
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for a 200 MHz class processor and insignificant in relationship to the time to execute a 

member function (assumed to be over 100 microseconds for a typical application). For 

other rule systems such as those that require a search of the rule base, the rule system 

oveiiiead would have to be accounted for separately as a function of the total number 

of rules. It is assumed that transactions are executed first come first serve except that 

transactions are only allowed to execute if they are compatible with all executing 

transactions and are compatible with all transactions that arrived earlier as required by 

the REACT concurrency control algorithm. When a transaction is generated by the 

simulator, it is randomly determined if that transaction is compatible with each other 

transaction in the system, based on the probability of two transactions being 

compatible, as described below in the discussion of the random number generator. 

This compatibility information is stored and used whenever two transactions need to 

be tested for compatibility. We model the REACT concurrency control overhead as a 

fixed amount of overhead that is incurred for each pair of execution groups for each 

transaction in the system when a transaction arrives. It is assumed that the concurrency 

control algorithm must be performed sequentially on incoming transactions before they 

are eligible for execution and that this time is added to the total time in the system. 

The random number generator used is a multiplicative linear-congruential 

generator given in The Art of Computer Systems Performance Analysis [55], page 

443. The generator was tested using the test values given to verify a correct 

implementation. Separate random number streams using different seeds were used for 
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each simulation parameter. To generate an exponentially-distributed random number, 

first a uniform random number is generated, and then the inverse transformation of the 

cumulative distribution function of the exponential distribution is used to obtain a 

number drawn fi'om an exponential distribution [55], To determine if two transactions 

are compatible we generate a uniform random number between zero and one. If the 

this generated number is less than or equal to the probability of an incompatible 

transaction, the transactions are assumed incompatible, otherwise they are assumed 

compatible. Each simulation run is for 10,000 transactions, with new random number 

seeds used after every 1,000 transactions. 

The input parameters to each simulation run that can be varied are; transaction 

arrival rate, member function execution time, average number of member functions per 

transaction, the probability that any two transaction are incompatible, deadline time for 

transactions, and concurrency control overhead factor. Our main purpose in varying 

these parameters was to look at the sensitivity of REACT model to our assumptions. 

The output of each transaction run is the number of missed deadlines, average 

processor utilization, and average number of transactions in the system. 

6.3.2 Simulation results 

The primary purpose of the simulations was to determine the probability of 

missed deadlines under various operating conditions in a REACT system. We also 

wanted to determine what probability of incompatible transactions was required to 
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fiiUy utilize available processors. We assumed eight processors for all of the 

simulations. The raw output data from the simulations are given in Appendix E. The 

base parameters used for simulations are given in Table 6.1. These are the parameters 

used for simulations unless otherwise noted. 

Table 6.1 Base simulation parameters 
i 

' Parameter Value Units 
1 Arrival Rate 12000 Transactions/sec. 
{ Execution Rate (single processor) 8000 Functions/sec. 
i Average # of Member Functions 4 
j Probability Incompatible 0.05 
1 Transaction Deadline 4 ms 
1 Concurrency Overhead 10 ns 

For the first experiment we varied the arrival rate of transactions for various 

probabilities of incompatible transactions (Figure 6.3). For each probability, we plot 

load vs. missed deadlines. As expected there is a degradation in performance with an 

increasing probability of incompatible transactions. The reason for this degradation is 

that with higher probabilities of incompatible transactions, processor utilization goes 

down because transactions must wait for incompatible transactions that have already 

started executing even though processors are available. The results of this effect are 

summarized in Figure 6.4 where we plot maximum average processor utilization vs. 

arrival rate. The maximum average processor utilization was determined for each 

probability by increasing the load until the queue started to overflow. 
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For the second experiment we varied the arrival rate of transactions for various 

deadline times to determine the effect of slack time on missed deadlines (Figure 6.5). 

As expected, the probability of a missed deadline goes up with less slack time. With 

deadlines of 1 ms there was not su£5cient slack to have an acceptable probability of 

missed deadlines at any load. As noted by others [1], poor performance can be 

expected if there is not adequate slack time. 

Finally, for the last experiment we varied the transaction time to show the 

efifea of increased processor power on missed deadlines (Figure 6.6). If the processing 

power were doubled so that we could execute 16,000 transactions per second instead 
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Figure 6.5 Effect of slack time on missed deadlines 
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Figure 6.6 Effect of processing power on missed deadlines 

of 8,000 transactions per second we could go from over 20% missed deadlines to a 

negligible probability of missed deadlines. Also, as we saturate the processors and 

approach the maximum system throughput, the probability of missed deadlines goes up 

very sharply. 

6^.3 Simulation summary 

The probability of incompatible transactions has an effect on the maximum 

number of processors that can be utilized. In order to fiilly utilize the processors on an 

eight processor system the probability of incompatible transactions needs to be less 

than 0.05. We have looked at an application for a natural gas distribution system and 
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estimated that it would have about 3,000 objects if implemented using REACT and 

would have over 500 execution groups^. This would be typical of large control 

systems for which REACT is designed and would allow for a more than adequate 

amount of concurrency for four or eight processor systems. With SOO execution 

groups, the probability of any two transactions being incompatible wiU be about 0.002 

assuming that the execution groups are about the same size. Almost all applications 

could expect to have a probability of missed deadlines of less than O.OS. In order to 

have an acceptable probability of missed deadlines, there must also be adequate slack 

time. The probability of a missed deadline is over 1 S% for even light loads when the 

transaction deadlines are 1 ms and there is very little slack time. The deadlines, loads, 

and acceptable levels of missed deadlines will vary from application to application. 

This simulator would have to be re-run for each application to determine the 

probability of missed deadlines for the associated operating parameters. This simulator 

is a powerful tool for assessing the performance of REACT for a particular 

application. It also gives us insight into how REACT performs under vanous operating 

conditions and how to achieve a negligible probability of missed deadlines. 

^The data was acquired through a confidential consulting contract. 
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CHAPTER 7. TARGET DATABASE CORRECTNESS 

In this section we look at a set of static analysis techniques for the REACT 

database model. Similar work [8,9] has been done for traditional rule bases on 

relational databases. With the REACT database model, member functions are executed 

or events are triggered automatically when an event is detected internally by an object 

and the necessary conditions are met. With real-time systems, it is very important that 

certain properties hold so that we can guarantee deterministic behavior. For the 

REACT database model we consider the following three properties: 

Property 1. The property termination holds if it can be guaranteed that all processing 

will terminate after any operation on the database. 

Property 2. The property confluence holds if the final state of the database will be the 

same, regardless of the order in which rules are fired. 

Property 3. The property observable determinism holds if the order of operations 

performed on the real-world will al>^ys happen in the same order, regardless of the 

order in which rules are fired. 
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It can be difScult or impossible to determine if these properties do or do not 

hold for a given instance of an active database. We have, however, developed 

conservative algorithms for the REACT active database model that will; 1) Guarantee 

that all operations for a REACT database will terminate or say that they may not 

terminate, 2) Guarantee that the set of rules objects for a REACT database is 

confluent or say that the set may not be confluent, and 3) Guarantee that the set of aile 

objects for a REACT database is observably deterministic or say that the set may not 

be observably deterministic. Since the algorithms are conservative, the error, if one 

exists, is in saying that a property does not hold when in &ct it does. 

Also, when these algorithms find a problem, and are not able to guarantee any 

one of the three properties, they will isolate the set of objects that are responsible for 

the problem. The rule programer may then be able to fix the problem and re-run these 

algorithms. These tools could be used interactively in this way to guarantee all three 

properties hold for a REACT database. 

7.1 Termination Analysis 

For any database, since the number of computations contained in the database 

is finite, there must be some cycle of computations if any operation on the database 

does not complete. In this section we describe how computation cycles occur with 

member fimctions, encapsulated events, and rule objects in a REACT database. There 
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are two kinds of cycles that can occur in a REACT database; 1) Cycles that are 

internal to an individual object (loops and recursion), and 2) Cycles that involve 

multiple objects. Since examining code for infinite loops is beyond the scope of this 

paper, we will assume that all operations on individual objects terminate. To address 

cycles involving multiple objects we show how the execution of code in one object can 

result in the execution of code in another object for the REACT model. For a 

relational database the only cycles possible are fi'om the active features of the database 

(rules). Because REACT is object-oriented, cycles are also possible fi-om the standard 

object-oriented features. We first consider the kinds of cycles that arise fi'om the 

standard object-oriented features of REACT and then we will discuss the kinds of 

cycles that are introduced as a result of the active features of REACT (rule objects). 

For the standard object-oriented features of the REACT database model there 

are only two ways that the execution of code in one object can cause the execution of 

code in another object: 1) calling query member functions (one object queries 

another), and 2) calling update member functions (one object updates another) A 

query cycle is any set of objects that form a cycle such that; queries Oj, Oj 

queries O3,..., Oj,.i queries 0^, 0^ queries O,. Figure 7.1 shows a query cycle 

formed by the objects B, C, D. An update cycle is any set of objects 0,..0{4 that form 

a cycle such that; Oi updates O2,02 updates O3,..., 0^.1 updates O,^, 0>, updates 0^. 

Figure 7.2 shows an update cycle formed by the objects B, C, D. Notice that a cycle 
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Figure 7.1 A query cycle 

I 
1 

Figure 7.2 An update cycle 

that contains both queries and updates as shown if Figure 7.3 will always terminate, 

because query member fiinctions can never call update member functions by definition. 

Because of the active features of the REACT database model, we have 

introduced another way that the execution of code in one object can cause the 

execution of code in another object. With REACT, if an object triggers an event, this 

can cause the execution of code in a rule object that has subscnbed to this event. This 

is indirect in that the object notifies the DBMS kernel of the event occurrence, and the 

DBMS kernel then fires aU rule objects that have subscribed to this event. Even though 

this in indirect, we will say that one object fires another objea (a rule) in this fashion. 
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Figure 7.3 Terminating cycle 

Also since an event handler for a rule object can call update member fimctions and 

update member functions can trigger events, we can have a cycle that is a combination 

of updates and fires defined as follows. A rule cycle is any set of objects Oi..O^ that 

form a cycle such that; O, fires or updates O2, O2 fires or updates O3,..., 0^.^ fires 

or updates Onj On fires or updates Oi. A rule cycle is shown in Figure 7.4. 

To find these three kinds of cycles in a REACT database, we create an 

execution graph where each node is an object and there are three directed edge types; 

query, update, and fire. The problem is then to search the execution graph for query, 

update, and rule cycles. Finding cycles in a REACT database is then reduced to finding 

Figure 7.4 A rxile cycle 
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cycles in a directed graph. This problem has been solved many times. As an example 

we refer you to Data Structures and Algorithms by Aho, Hopcroft, and UUman [7], 

page 221. The algorithm they give uses the depth first search where we look for back 

arcs at each node. 

Termination algorithm. 

1) Build a graph with update, query, and fire edges as described previously. 

2) Search for update, query, and rule cycles using the algorithm given in Data 
Structures and Algorithms [7], 

3) Print all such cycles that are found. 

Lemma 7.1. (Termination) For a REACT database D, any operation on D will 

terminate if no cycles are found by the termination algorithm. 

Proof. Assume that some computation does not terminate. Since the number of 

computation blocks in the database is finite, there must exist some cycle of 

computations in the database. Since we take as an assumption that all individual 

operations terminate, the only possible cycles involve multiple objects. The only 

possible cycles for the REACT database model involving multiple objects are query 

cycles, update cycles, and rule cycles as described previously. Any such cycles would 

have been found by the graph algorithm given in Data Structures and Algorithms [7] 
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and we have reached a contradiction. We refer you to Data Structures and Algorithms 

[7], page 221, for a proof of the algorithm for finding cycles in a directed graph. • 

The complexity for this algorithm will be 0(n+e) where n is the number of 

objects and e is the number of edges. The pseudo code for this algorithm is given in 

Appendix A. Java code for this algorithm is given in Appendix B. We use algorithm 

for finding cycles in a directed graph given in Data Structures and Algorithms [7]. 

7.2 Confluence Analysis 

When an object is operated on (update member fiinction execution, query 

member fiinction execution, rule object event handler execution), there will be a set of 

objects that can be queried and a set of objects that can be updated as a result of 

operating on that object. The query set of an object (QS) is the set of objects that can 

be queried as a result of operating on that object. The change set of an object (CS) is 

the set of objects that can be changed as a result of operating on that object. When an 

event is triggered there is a set of rule objects that have subscribed to this event and 

are fired by the DBMS. The ruk set of an event RS(E) is the set of rule objects Ri..Rk 

that are directly fired when E is triggered. Simply put, rule objects are interfering rules, 

when one rule object changes or queries an object that is changed by the other rule 
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object. This of course would result in unpredictable behavior of the database since the 

order of rule firing is not defined. Now a more rigorous definition will be given. 

Definition 4. Assume some event E with rule set RS(E) = {Ri..R,4}. Two rule objects, 

Rj and R^ both elements ofRS(E), are interfering rules if: 

CS(Ri) n (CS(Rj) u QS(Rj)) 0 or CS(R,) n (CS(Ri) u QS(Ri)) * 0. 

Interfering handlers are shown in Figure 1.5. Next it will be shown that we can 

change the order of any two consecutively fired rule objects and the final state of a 

REACT database will remain unchanged after any operation, if there are no interfering 

rules. This will then be used to show that the property confluence holds for a REACT 

database if there are no interfering rules. 

Lemma 7.2. For a REACT database D, assume that some order of firing has been 

chosen for all rule sets ^ ^ before R^^. For any operation 

on D, the final state of D will be the same after we change the order of firing for any 

two consecutively fired rule objects, R^ and Rj^i fired by some encapsulated event if 

there are no interfering rules in D. 
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Figure 7.5 Interfering handlers 

Proof. Assume that for some operation on the database the final state of the database 

is different after changing the order of firing for two consecutively fired rule objects, 

Rj and R^^. The only way that there could be a difference is if there is some object O 

such that; 

(0 e QS(Ri) AND O e CS(Ri^,)) OR (O € QS(Ri,,) AND 0 € CSCRJ) OR 

(0 e CS(Ri) AND 0 € CS(Ri,,)) 

Which implies; 

CS(Ri) n (CS(Ri,,) u QS(R,„)) # 0 OR CS(Rj.,) n (CS(Ri) u QSCRJ) # 0. 

Which implies Rj and R^^i are interfering rules and we have reached a contradiction. • 

We will now use Lemma 7.2 to prove Lemma 7.3. 
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Lemma 7.3. (Confluence) For a REACT database D, after all operations on D, the 

final state of the database will be the same regardless of the order of rule firing for any 

rule sets, if there are no interfering rules. 

proof. We can change the order of firing for any two consecutively fired rule objects in 

a REACT database without changing the final state of the database if there are no 

interfering rules (Lemma 7.2). Since all possible orders of firing of all rule sets can be 

achieved by changing the order of two consecutively fired rule objects at a time, the 

order of rule firing will never affea the final state of the database after any operation. 

• 

We will now give the confluence algorithm. The basic algorithm is to visit 

every object in the database checking for interfering rules. Lemma 7.3 tells us that if 

there are no interfering rules, then confluence holds. 

For every object in the database: 

1) Determine the update set and query set using the depth first search algorithm for 
each rule object in each rule set of this object. 

2) Test every pair of rules in each rule set to see if they are interfering rules using the 
definition. 

3) Print all interfering rules that are found. 
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The worst case complexity of this algorithm will be 0(n(n+e)) where n is the 

number of nodes and e is the number of edges. We will now show that this algorithm 

guarantees confluence. 

Lemma 7.4. For a REACT database D, the property confluence holds if no interfering 

rules are found by the confluence algorithm. 

proof: This algorithm visits all rules in the database and checks for interfering rules 

using the definition. From Lemma 7.3, if the database does not contain any interfering 

rules then the property confluence holds. • 

Again, this is a simple graph algorithm using the same execution graph given 

for termination. The query set of a nile object is found by recursively following all 

query edges, adding each object we encounter to the query set. The change set of a 

rule object is found by recursively following aU update edges and fire edges, adding 

each object we encounter to the change set. We then check that CSCRJ n (CS(Rj) u 

QS(Rj)) = 0 and CS(Rj) n (CS(Ri) u QS(^) = a, for all rule objects, Rj and R,, both 

members of the same rule set. If this is not true then we have found interfering rules. 

The query sets and change sets are found by using the depth first search that is 

common in the literature. As an example, see the depth first search algorithm given in 

Data Structures and Algorithms [7], page 215. This algorithm has been implemented 
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in Java (Appendix B). Every time interfering rules are found, the object and event are 

printed along with the two interfering rule objects. 

7.3 Observable Determinisiii Analysis 

We now define conflicting rules. Basically conflicting rules are two rule 

objects, members of the same rule set, that cause observable actions. This could result 

in unpredictable behavior since the order of rule object firing is not defined. 

Definition 5. Assume two rule objects, and Rj, both elements of the rule set. and 

Rj are conflicting rules if they can both cause observable actions. 

An example of conflicting handlers are shown in Figure 7.6. It will now be 

shown that the property of observable determinism holds for a REACT database if 

Figure 7.6 Conflicting handlers 
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there are no conflicting rules. The basic idea is that two rules objects, fired by the same 

event, should not cause changes to the real world (observable actions). 

Lemma 7.5. (Observable Determinism) Assume a REACT database D, if there are no 

conflicting handlers in D, then D is observably deterministic. 

proof: Assume D is not observably deterministic. Since D is not observably 

deterministic then for some rule set there is a different order in observable actions 

taken. Since each objea operation must always result in the same order of actions, 

there must be two rule objects in the same rule set that perform observable actions. By 

definition, such a pair of handlers are conflicting handlers and we have reached a 

contradiction. • 

We will now give the observable determinism algorithm. The basic idea is to 

visit every object in the database searching for interfering rules. 

Observable determinism algorithm. 

For every object in the database; 

1) Determine if each rule object for each rule set of this object can cause observable 
actions. 

2) Check each rule set for conflicting handlers using the definition. 

3) Print all rule sets with conflicting handlers that are found. 
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Lemma 1.6. For a REACT database D, the property, observable determinism, holds if 

no conflicting handlers are found by the observable determinism algorithm. 

proof. This algorithm visits all rule objects in the database and checks for conflicting 

handlers using the definition. From Lemma 7.5, if the database does not contain any 

conflicting handlers then the property observable determinism holds. • 

The worst case complexity for this algorithm will be 0(n(n+e)). To implement 

this algorithm we add a new edge type to our execution graph (this is shown as a 

double headed arrow in figure 7.6). This new edge type is for member functions on 

interface objects that cause actions in the real-world. To determine if a rule object can 

cause observable actions, we recursively follow all update and fire links looking for 

calls to member functions that cause observable actions. As soon as we find one 

observable action, we stop and mark the original rule object as causing observable 

actions. We check all of the rules sets in the database to make sure that there are not 

two objects fi'om the same rule set that can cause observable actions. We use the depth 

first search as given in the previous section. This algorithm is also implemented in Java 

(Appendbc B). Each time conflicting rules are found, the object and event are printed 

along with the two conflicting event handlers. 
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7.4 Summary 

In this chapter we give powerful algorithms for determining that the properties 

termination, confluence, and observable determinism hold. If these properties do not 

hold, then there is the possibility of non-deterministic behavior when operations are 

performed on the database. Since the algorithms are conservative, the error, if one 

exists, is in saying that a property does not hold when in fact it does. When these 

algorithms find a problem, and are not able to guarantee any one of the three 

properties, they will isolate the set of objects that are responsible for the problem. The 

rule object programer may then be able to fix the problem and re-run these algorithms. 

These tools could be used interactively in this way to guarantee all three properties 

hold for a REACT database 
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CHAPTER 8. RECOVERY AND BACKUP 

The material in this chapter is presented for completeness. While it is not 

unique to the REACT model, it focuses on a significant subset of the applications 

targeted by our work on the REACT model. There needs to be a method for restoring 

the database to a consistent state aiter a system crash or hardware failure. Also, in 

many cases a standby computer that is running a copy of the database and ready to 

take over, is required so that in the event of a hardware failure in the primary system, a 

standby system can be up and running again within seconds. We will refer to a standby 

computer set up to take over in the event of a failure of the primary system as a hot 

backup. The recoveiy algorithm is complicated by a memory resident database such as 

REACT and by real-time environments where extended downtime would be 

catastrophic. This is the case with many of the applications targeted by this research. 

With the transaction loads expected for a REACT system, it is also not possible to 

write a log to disk after every transaction. A recovery system has been designed for 

REACT that guarantees that the system can be restarted in a valid state within seconds 

of a crash without writing to a log file after each transaction. 

When we first started work on REACT, we realized that REACT would have 

to be memory resident to support on the order of thousands of transactions per second 

required in the targeted applications. This high transaction load even precludes writing 
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a log to disk for every transaction, since this would take on the order of milliseconds. 

Also, for many of the applications for which the REACT model was designed, it is not 

possible to stop transactions if the database is down for any reason, since we cannot 

"stop the world". This means that if REACT is down for any reason, transactions will 

be lost. With many of the applications for which REACT was designed the single most 

important feature of a recovery algorithm is the ability to be up and running and 

controlling the system as soon as possible. Although the existence of "holes" in the 

data due to lost transactions is very undesirable this can be tolerated, especially if this 

is traded for being up and running very quickly in the event of failure. This means that, 

unlike systems that handle financial transactions, the type of applications handled in 

this chapter can tolerate not recovering all transactions in the event of a system crash 

even though it is very undesirable. This recovery algorithm, trades the ability to 

completely recover all transactions in the event of a system crash for the ability to 

handle very high transactions loads and the ability to be up and running within seconds 

after a crash. As it turns out, this recovery algorithm also makes it possible to support 

a hot backup and even an ofif^e backup. 

8.1 Real-time and Configuration Transactions 

With the applications that REACT has been designed for, inserts, deletions, 

and configuration changes are very rare. This means that configuration transactions are 
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also very rare. On the other hand, a REACT database needs to support on the order of 

thousands of real-time transactions per second. These real-time transactions are for the 

purpose of keeping the state of the database in step with the state of the real-world. If 

the system crashes, we can save any pending configuration changes to be applied after 

the system is restarted. On the other hand, when the system crashes, all real-time 

transactions are lost until the system is restarted since it is not possible to stop changes 

that are occurring in the real-world. Even if there were some method of buffering the 

transactions remotely while the system was down, there wouldn't be enough CPU 

capacity to process them when the system was restarted. 

8.2 Snapshot Algorithm 

For our REACT implementation, we have designed a snapshot algorithm to 

periodically save the real-time attributes to disk (see Figure 8.1). For this algorithm to 

work all real-time attributes must be stored in a common area. We wiU refer to this 

area as the real-time buffer. The DBMS provides special routines to allocate space for 

real-time attributes in the real-time buffer. When it is time to save the state of the 

database, transactions must be momentarily stopped to guarantee that the database is 

in a valid state. When all currently executing transactions have completed, the 

complete contents of the real-time buffer is copied to another temporary buffer. As 

soon as this copy has completed, transaction processing can be resumed. As 
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Figure 8.1 REACT snapshot system 

transactions continue, the contents of the temporary buffer are copied to a local disk 

and also to the hot backup computer(s). These snapshots could then be used to restart 

the primary system in the event of a system crash, or to startup a backup system in the 

event of a hardware Mure on the primary system. With this double buffer algorithm 

the transactions are stopped for an absolute minimum amount of time. The amount of 

memory required for this double buffer is also very reasonable. With 10,000 objects 

and an average of 100 bytes of real-time attributes for each object, we require only 2 

megabytes for both the real-time buffer and the temporary buffer. The cost for one 

megabyte of memory is negUgible at today's prices, the time to copy a one megabyte 

buffer is minimal, and the sn^shot is copied to disk and to hot backup(s) by a low 
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priority background task that is only scheduled when there are no database 

transactions to execute. If we assume a 200 MHz processor, one instruction per clock 

cycle, 8 bytes moved per instruction, the time to copy a one megabyte buffer is 625 

microseconds. This means that transactions would be stopped for about 625 

microseconds while the real-time buffer is copied to the temporary buffer. To minimize 

the impact, for some applications, this could be scheduled during a time when there are 

no sensor updates occurring. Also, for a typical system, the average CPU loading from 

the database would be under 50 percent so there will be plenty of free CPU time to 

copy the temporary buffer to disk without interfering with real-time transactions. 

8.3 Off-Site Backup 

This snapshot algorithm also works very well in cases where an off-site backup 

system is required. In this case it is desirable to have a complete duplicate control 

system including field communications equipment at a remote location in the case of a 

fire or explosion at the primaiy site. In this case, we would have two hot backups, one 

at the primaiy site, and one at an off-site location. Snapshots would be copied via 

modem or other suitable communications device as often as possible from the primary 

site to the remote site. In the event of a catastrophe at the primaiy site, there would be 

a recent valid copy of the database available at the remote site so that the remote site 

could be up and running and used to operate the control system in a matter of seconds. 
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We are not aware of any other main-memory database recovery algorithms that would 

work over a low bandwidth communications device such as a modem. 

8.4 Summary 

This recovery algorithm works for high transaction loads where it is not possible to 

write to a log file after each transaction. It will not work for applications that require 

complete recovery of all transactions up to the point of failure. This algorithm is 

effective for applications with very high transaction loads where transactions are lost 

while the system is down and the goal is to minimize total transaction loss. The total 

transaction loss is the sum of the transactions lost before the system went down plus 

the transactions lost while the system is down. Many of the target applications run 

continuously, and cannot be stopped since the real-world cannot be stopped. As a 

result this loss of transactions is critical in these applications. As noted earlier in the 

chapter, this work is not unique to the REACT model and has been included for 

completeness. The control problems in the set of target applications would have the 

characteristics which this approach is based on. The discussion of using REACT in a 

control environment given in Chapter 10 assumes this approach to backup and 

recovery. 
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CHAPTER 9. ADDITIONAL REACT FEATURES 

Most real-world applications will require other features such as a history server, an 

alarm manager, and a time keeper. A complete discussion of these features is beyond 

the scope of this research and the basic features are discussed here only for 

completeness. The example system given in Chapter 10 makes use of the features 

described in this chapter. After these features and additions to the object interface are 

discussed, the complete REACT object interface that includes all of these features is 

given. In order to reduce the load and increase predictability, the history server and 

alarm manager would not reside on the same server as the REACT database. The time 

keeper would have to reside on the same server since it generates timer events for 

REACT objects. 

9.1 History Server 

Most large real-time systems will require some form of history storage. As an 

example, a pipeline company might sell gas to a municipality and need to measure the 

flow of gas to that municipality. The pipeline company will need to bill the 

municipality on a monthly basis for gas used. To do this we need to have some notion 

of history, it is not enough to know just the current flow. It would not be feasible to 
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implement history as part of the REACT database because of the immense storage 

requirements and other special requirements. Also, it is critical to minimize the 

additional loads placed on a REACT database system, in order that we can minimize 

the chance of missing real-time deadlines. In this chapter, only one type of history will 

be described (floating point history). This is the most common type of history, 

although some applications might require others. 

9.1.1 Floating point history 

In this section we will describe a floating point history server that accepts and 

summarizes/compresses history for items that can be represented by a floating point 

value. 

9.11.1 History storage requirements. Typical applications for which REACT 

was designed might require an enormous amount of history. As an example, we 

assume history on 1,000 floating point values that are updated every IS seconds and 

are represented by a four byte floating point number. For this example, 23 megabytes 

of data are generated ever day, 691 megabytes of data are generated every month, and 

8 gigabytes of data are generated every year. This assumes a very efBcient storage 

algorithm. With a standard relational database a timestamp and index would be used, 

requiring as much as five times more storage space, on the order of 40 gigabytes per 

year. Besides taking up enormous amounts of disk space, data in this format are of 
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little use. We would not likely need to know the flow in a pipeline at a specific date 

and time, rather we would typically want to know what was the total flow for a 

particular hour, week, or month. In the next subsection an example of compressing 

and summarizing history is given. 

9 11.2 History compression/summarization. The most common type of 

compression/summarization used is to store the average value observed over a period 

of time rather than all of the values observed. As an example, by summarizing the data 

into monthly averages, we can reduce the storage requirements for a years worth of 

data from 8 gigabytes to 48 kilobytes. For a typical system we might want to store all 

history values observed for the last 24 hours, daily averages for the last month, and 

monthly averages indefinitely. With a one gigabyte disk, we could store over 20 years 

of history in this manner. Also, the data are stored in a format that is the most efficient 

for typical queries. 

9.1.1.3 History API. To add floating point history to the REACT database we 

would need to add API (application programing interface) calls to the base database 

object class for reporting history, for creating history, and deleting history as shown in 

Figure 9.1. 
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I int dbPoint:rcreateHistory(char •description); 
j dbPoint::recordHistory(int historyNumber, float historyValue, time_t 
I time) ; 
i dbPoint:rdeleteHistoryO; 

Figure 9.1 Example history API 

The create history member function creates history for this object and returns a 

handle for use in accessing the history. The recordHistory member function is called 

whenever history should be recorded. The deleteHistory member function is called to 

delete history. 

9.1.2 Other history types 

For completeness we mention that other idnds of history may be required for 

some systems. For example, in might be necessary to keep history on items that can be 

represented by a boolean value or an integer value. We might also want to keep a 

history of operator actions, so that in the event of a failure we can analyze the 

reactions of operators. These other history types could possibly require dififerent kinds 

of storage and compression / summarization. 

9.2 Alarm Server 

For REACT most events that are generated will be handled by rule objects. 

There will however be some events that cannot be handled by objects and require 
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human intervention. Examples of such events might be "LeakDetected" or 

"ValveFailed". In both cases humans will have to intervene to handle these events. A 

database rule cannot repair leaks or fix valves. We define database alarms as special 

events that require human intervention. A subsystem will be required to keep track of 

all alarms and display them to operators. 

9.2.1 Alarm summaries types 

We define three kinds of alarm summaries that would meet the needs of most 

large control systems; I) an active alarm summary is a list of currently active alarms, 

2) an unacknowledged alarm summary is a list of alarms that have occurred but have 

not been acknowledged, and 3) a historical alarm summary is a historical listing of all 

alarms that have occurred. 

9.2.2 Alarm record 

A standard alarm record would be required for use by the alarm manager to 

display information and status to operator. The required attributes would vary fi'om 

application to application. A proposed alarm record that would meet the needs of most 

applications is given in Figure 9.2. 
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struct alanoRecord 
{ 
char objectKey[25]; /* Object that detected this alarm •/ 
char objectDescription[40];/* Description of this object */ 
int alarmNumber; /* Identifies which alarm for this object*/ 
char alarmDescription[40]; /* Description of this alarm */ 
long alarmID; /• Unique ID for this alarm •/ 
int priority; /* Priority of this alarm */ 
time_t time; /• Time this alarm occurred •/ 
int severity; /• Caution, Alarm */ 
int locationCode; /• Physical location of this alarm */ 
boolean currentlyActive; /* Is alarm currently active */ 
boolean acknowledged; /• Has this alarm been acknowledged? */ 
time_t acknowledgeTime; /* Time this alarm was acknowledged */ 
char acknowledgedBy [25]; /• User who acknowledged the alarm */ 

Lll 
Figure 9.2 Alarm record 

9.2.3 Alarm API 

There needs to be an API for objects to conmiunicate the alarm state of an 

object to the alarm manager. Objects would be required to notify the alarm manager 

when an alarm becomes active, an active alarm becomes inactive, and the severity of 

an alarm changes. The only information the object programmer must provide is the 

alarm number, alarm description, and alarm severity, all other information is provided 

by the base database class or determined by the alarm manager, simplifying the alarm 

API considerably. The base class will provide the object key, object description, 

priority, and location code. All other information is determined by the alarm manager. 

The REACT alarm API is given in Figure 9.3. 

j void activateAlarmCint alarmNumber, char alarmDescription [ ], int 
j severity); 
changeAlarmSeverity (int AlarmNumber, int newSeverity); 
void deactivateAlarm(int alarmNumber] ; 

Figure 9.3 Proposed alarm API 
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9.3 REACT Timekeeper 

An important aspect of real-time systems is the time at which actions are 

performed. In some cases it is sufficient to perform actions at the time that data arrive. 

In this case, spontaneous events are generated as data arrive from the real-world to 

trigger multiple actions. In many control and monitoring applications this simple model 

will not be enough. As an example, for some control applications we will need to 

perform real-world actions at regular intervals that do not necessarily coincide with the 

random arrival of data. For monitoring applications, we will often need to give real-

world systems time to react after changes in output before we check them for validity. 

Periodic timers generate events that happen at regular intervals starting at some initial 

start time. One-shot timers generate one event that happens at a given time after some 

initial start time. Timer events will be treated the same as encapsulated events. There 

will be a pre-defined timer object on every system that publishes periodic and one-shot 

timer events. The object programmer then subscribes to timer events like any other 

event. 
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9.4 The REACT Object Interface 

In this Section, we will tie together all of the features to describe the complete 

database object interface proposed for REACT. The complete definition of a REACT 

object will include attributes, private member fiinctions, constructors, query member 

functions, update member functions, encapsulated events, event handlers, alarms, and 

history as shown in Figure 9.4. We will separate the interface into the private parts, 

accessible only by the object programmer, and the public parts, available to the users 

of objects. 

9.4.1 Public object interface 

The public REACT object interface is a set constructors, a set of query 

member fiinctions, a set of update member functions, a set of published events, a set of 

event handlers, a set of alarms, and a set of history items. This is the public object 

interface that is available for each REACT object and can be obtained by querying the 

REACT database. 

9.4.2 Private object interface 

The private inter&ce that is avaUable only to the object programmer will 

include, in addition to the public inter&ce, a set of configuration attributes, a set of 

real-time attnbutes, and a set of private member fimctions. 
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! CLASS <class name>, <description> 
i 
FRZVASB: 
COHFZGURATIOM AXTRIBOTBS 

<type> <atcribute name 1>, <description> 
<*ype> <attribute name 2>, <description> 

<rype> <att:ribuce name N>, <descripcion> 

REAL-TIME ASTRXBtlTBS 
<type> <attribute name i>, <description> 
<type> <actribute name 2>, <descrip'Cion> 

<rype> octribute name N>, <description> 

FRZVATB METHODS 
<-ype> <Method name I>(<parameter-1, pararaeter-2, 
<type> <method name 2>(<parameter-l, pararaerer-2. 

parameter-N), <desc.> 
parameter-N), <desc.> 

I 

<type> <method name NX<paramecer-l, parameter-2, . . . , parameter-N), <desc.> 

raSLIC: 
CONSTRUCTORS 

<cons'Cructor name 1>(<parameter-l, pacameter-2, . 
<constructor name 2>(<parameter-i, parameter-2, . 

, parame'er-N), <desc.> 
, paramecer-N), <desc.> 

<consrruct:or name N>(<parameter-1, patameter-2, . . . , parameter-N), <desc.> 

QOBR? METHODS 
<type> <Method name i>(<parametet-l, parameter-2, 
<type> <method name 2>(<parameter-l, parameter-2, 

<type> <method name N>(<parameter-1, parameter-2, . 

OFDATE METHODS 
<type> <method name lX<parameter-l, parameter-2, 
<type> <mechod name 2x<parameter-l, parameter-2, 

<type> <method name NX <parameter-l, parameter-2. 

. , parameter-N),<desc.> 

. , parameter-N),<descr.> 

, parameter-N), <desc.> 

, parameter-N), <desc.> 
, parameter-N), <desc.> 

, parameter-N), <desc.> 

EMCAPSOLATED EVEMTS 
<event name 1>, <description> 
<event name 2>, <description> 

<event name N>, <description> 

EVENT HANDLERS 
<ob3ect type 1> <event name> 
<object type 2> <event name> 

<object type N> <event name> 

MAPMff 
<aiarm name 1>, <description> 
<aiarm name 2>, <description> 

<aiarm name 3>, <description> 

}; 

HZSTORX 
<history name 1>, <history typo, <description> 
<history name 2>, <histocy typo, <description> 

<history name N>, <history typo, <description> 

Figure 9.4 The REACT object interface 
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9.5 Summary 

As noted earlier in the chapter, a complete discussion of these features is 

beyond the scope of this research. These features are discussed for completeness and 

because we make use of these features for our discussion control in Chapter 10. For 

most applications for which REACT is targeted, a history server, alarm server, and 

timekeeper would be required. 
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CHAPTER 10. IMPLEMENTING A CONTROL 
SYSTEM WITH REACT 

The focus of this chapter is to show how the REACT database model can be 

used to implement one of the target applications; a control system. Human beings are 

not capable of monitoring and analyzing thousands of inputs in real-time and 

determining what systems are out of control or what outputs should be sent to keep a 

process under control or maintain conditions. Large real-time systems that need such 

large scale monitoring and control are now possible because of computers. Human 

beings should only be required to set general operating parameters, such as the flow 

rate in a pipeline, and can expect the control system to maintain these operating 

parameters. It is possible to create such a system using a REACT system. Special rule 

objects can be created using REACT to perform the control and monitoring functions 

that are beyond human capacity. The REACT encapsulated event/rule object interface 

greatly simplifies the task of specifying control and monitoring algorithms. With 

traditional systems, the events are based on database events. With REACT events 

correspond to real-world events such as "Pressure Changed", "Leak Detected", 

"Valve Closed", etc. With a REACT system, rule objects can also respond to multiple 

events, greatly simplifying the implementation of control and monitoring fiinctions. 

loiplementing a control system requires cooperation between computer 

engineers, electrical engineers, and process engineers. Electrical engineers design the 
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signal conditioning and interfacing necessary to communicate real-world values 

(pressure, temperature, position, etc.) to a computer system and to send outputs that 

manipulate the state of the real-world. Process engineers supply algorithms that 

control some property in the real-world using these inputs and outputs. Computer 

engineers provide the hardware and software to form an environment in which the 

process engineer can easily implement his/her algorithms. The most desirable approach 

is to give the process engineer the tools necessary to directly specify control 

algorithms without intervention of the computer engineer. In the context of control, 

our goal with REACT has been to allow the process engineer to implement a complete 

control system by creating and instantiating objects in an active object-oriented 

database. The computer en^eer in cooperation with the electrical engineer would 

create all of the interface object classes necessary to read process values from the real-

world and to manipulate values in the real-world. 

10.1 Basic Interface Objects for Input and Output 

A REACT database used for control will need input/output interface objects to 

communicate with the real-world. In this section we will discuss four basic 

input/output types commonly used in control systems. The actual input/output driver 

subsystem required to communicate between inter&ce objects and the real-world 

devices is beyond the scope of this research and will not be described. 
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10.1.1 Data types 

There are two basic data types used for communicating with the real-world; 

analog and discrete. Analog data types are used for real-world entities that can be 

represented by a floating point value. Discrete data types are used for real-world 

entities that can be represented by a binary (true/false) value. There are other data 

types that might be used, but, for illustration purposes, only analog and discrete types 

will be considered. 

10.1.2 Interface object types 

Using analog and discrete data types, we will define four interface object types; 

analog input, discrete input, analog output, and discrete output. Analog input objects 

are used to conmiunicate floating point values fi-om the real-world to the database, 

discrete input objects are used to communicate discrete values from the real-world to 

the database, analog output objects are used to manipulate real-world values that can 

be represented by analog values, and discrete outputs are used to manipulate real 

world values that can be represented by a binary value. For example, the two input 

interface objea types will have an encapsulated event for "Value Changed", and the 

two output interface object types will have "Send Output" member functions. The 

triggering of encapsulated events for discrete input inter&ce objects and analog input 

intei&ce objects is shown in Figure 10.1. These objea types would typically have 
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discretelnput::newValue(boolean newValue, time_t scanTime) 
{ 
currentValue = newValue; 
lastScanTime = scanTime; 

Detennine state, alarming, history, etc. 
j 
j triggerEvent(ValueChanged); 
i ) I 
analoglnput::newValue(float newValue, time_t scanTime) 
{ 

currentValue = newValue; 
lastScanTime = scanTime; 

Unit conversion, alarming, history, etc. 

I triggerEvent(ValueChanged); 

I } 

Figure 10.1 Interface member functions used to trigger encapsulated events 

other encapsulated events, other member functions, alarms, history, and other features 

that could be enabled and disabled through configuration changes, but, for illustration 

purposes, we will only consider the basic features. Also, for illustration purposes, 

these are the only interface object types that will be considered even though some 

control systems might require other interface object types. 

10.2 Rule Objects for Control and Monitoring 

We will start by describing some rule object types that can be used to monitor 

and control large real-time systems. We have defined two types of object classes that 

would typically be used in control systems. There are other objea types that could be 
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used for specific situations, but these two are the most common. We will also give 

examples of each object type later in this chapter. 

10.2.1 Control objects 

The first rule object type is a control object. A control object monitors real-

world conditions by subscribing to "Value Changed" encapsulated events on interface 

objects, and maintains operating parameters such as temperature or flow by 

periodically sending outputs, through output interface objects, to manipulate the real-

world. Control objects would be responsible for generating events or alarms, as 

appropriate, when they are unable to satisfactorily maintain operating parameters. We 

will give an example of a control object that implements the PID (Proportional-

Integral-Derivative) control algorithm later in this chapter. 

10.2.2 Monitor objects 

Just as important as controlling a system, is the need for continuous fault 

monitoring. The second rule object type is a. monitoring object. Monitoring riile 

objects monitor the state of the real world by subscribing to "Value Changed" evems 

on input interface objects to detect conditions, possibly indicating &ilures or illegal 

operations, and then generate events or alarms as appropriate. Monitoring objects 

would never send outputs to control real-world parameters, but might possibly send 

outputs to shut down a real-world system when dangerous conditions exist. As an 
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example monitor object might detect real-world failures such as broken valves, leaks, 

over temperature, over speed, etc, and then generate events or alarms. We will give an 

example later in this chapter of an object that detects inoperable valves. 

We will now give an example using a REACT system for PID (Proportional-

Integral-Derivative) control. This will require a rule object to perform the control 

algorithm and two analog interface objects, one analog input interface object to read 

the process variable, and one analog output interface object to set the manipulated 

variable. The rule object could then use these two interface objects as shown in Figure 

10.2 to effect control of flow in a pipeline, for example. The flow object is an analog 

input interface object and has an encapsulated event "Value Changed" so that the 

control rule object is notilBed when new values arrive. In order to use this we must use 

a discrete approximation since we can not sample continuously or send outputs 

continuously. We will start Avith the text book positional algorithm; 

10.3 PID Control Example 
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Value 
Changed 

Flow 

Real 
World 
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Figure 10.2 Diagram of object interaction for control 

The integral is approximated using the trapezoid rule as follows: 

m = /(/-I). 

The expression dPV(t)/dt can be substituted for de/dt since they are equal 

when the set point does not change. Also, step changes in the set point will not cause 

an abnormally large derivative contribution. For simplicity, we will also use the 

straight line approximation for the derivative; 
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deit) _ dPVjt) _ PV(t) - PV{t-\) 

Making these two substitutions we have a discrete approximation for the 

positional algorithm which is suitable for implementation; 

This becomes the rule that is implemented by the control rule object which is 

triggered by the encapsulated event "Value Changed". The event handler for this rule 

currencError = setpoinc - newValue; 

deltaT « time - lastTime; 
cocallntegral += 

delcaT * ((currencError + lastError) / 2.0); 
currentDerivacive = (newValue - lastValue) / deltaT; 
currentMV = KP • ( currentError + 

PV{t)-PV{t-\) 

A/ 

j EVENT[pvrValueChanged](float newValue, TimeStatnp time) 

float currentError, currentDerivative, currentMV; 

(d.O/TI) • totallntegral) + 
(TD • currentDerivative) ); 

mv.sendOutput(currentMV); 
lastError = currentError; 
lastTime = time; 

lastValue » newValue; 

} 

Figure 10.3 Value changed event handler for PID control objea 
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is given in Figure 10.3. This is for illustration purposes only. In a real system, we 

would require an event for "deviation exception" in the case that the control algorithm 

was unable to maintain the set point. Also there are better algorithms for the derivative 

that are not as noise-sensitive. This algorithm assumes that the process variable is 

sampled at regular intervals by the device driver so that the event "ValueChanged" will 

occur at regular intervals. If this were not the case we would have to use the time 

keeper to generate events at regular intervals to guarantee that this algorithm would 

execute at regular intervals. Once this rule object has been created, it can be used over 

and over again wherever a PID control algorithm is needed. This rule is applied to a 

specific situation by instantiating a rule object with parameters for the process variable 

object and manipulated variable object. 

The REACT database model greatly simplifies the job of the process engineer. 

First, the REACT named encapsulated events have a one-to-one correspondence with 

real-world events. Second, the REACT rule object interface provides a simple 

environment in which to code control algorithms. To create the control class in this 

example, the control engineer only has to create a control class with one event handler 

for the "Value Changed" event and a simple constructor to initialize values. With an 

integrated development environment, this would amount to a few mouse clicks and 

then entering the code given in Figure 10.3. This approach also offers a clean 

separation of duties between the process engineer and the computer engineer. After 

the computer engineer creates all of the inter&ce objects and the process engineer 
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creates the control class, it becomes trivial to apply the PID algorithm to new 

situations. In an integrated development environment, this could be as simple as a few 

mouse clicks. 

Also, because of the REACT encapsulated event system, the flow readings can 

easily be used by other objects. These flow readings could be part of algorithms to 

detect pipeline leaks, and would be required for accounting purposes also. 

Our next example will be a monitoring rule object to detect faults in a valve as 

shown in Figure 10.4. We assume a valve that can be either opened or closed with two 

limit switches, one that indicates the valve is fully open, and the other that indicates the 

valve is fully closed. When the valve is opened or closed, it should be checked to make 

10.4 Valve Monitoring Example 

Malue 
Cftonged 

Real 
I World 

Figure 10.4 Valve monitor example 
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sure that the valve does in fact open or close. The valve does, however, take time to 

fiiUy open or fully close after a command change so there must be a time delay before 

checking. 

Also, the limit switches should not change when there is no command change. 

Previous control systems required the operator to monitor the valve operation 

manually, a tedious and error-prone activity. With a REACT system, the process is 

greatly simplified. We will create a rule object class to indirectly open and close the 

valve and check for error conditions. For simplicity the rule object will publish one 

event, "ValveError", which will be triggered if the object detects one of the errors 

given above. Also, open commands are ignored if the valve is not closed, and close 

conunands are ignored if the valve is not open. There will be two member functions, 

one to open the valve, and one to close the valve as shown in Figure 10.5. Also, this 

object will subscribe to three events, one for "ValueChanged" of the open limit switch, 

one for "ValueChanged of the closed limit switch, and one for "OneShotExpired" of 

the time keeper, as shown in Figure 10.6. When the open member function is to be 

executed, the open member fiinction on the output interface object is called, the state 

is changed to OPENING, and the one shot timer is started for 30 seconds. When the 

close member function is to be executed, the close member function on the output 

interface object is called, the state is changed to CLOSING, and the one shot timer is 

started for 30 seconds. If the open limit switch changes from TRUE to FALSE the 

state must be CLOSING. If the output limit switch changes from FALSE to TRUE the 
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void ValveMonitor::Open(void) 

{ 
if (state == CLOSED) 

i { 
I Valve.openO ; 

state = OPENINGf 
I StartOneShot(30); 

i } 
I } 

i void ValveMonitor::Close(void) 
I { 

if (state == OPEN) 

i { 
! Valve.openO ; 
1 state = CLOSING; 

I StartOneShot(30); 

I } 
: } 

Figure 10.5 Member functions for switch example 

state must be OPENING. Any other state change of the output limit switch is an error. 

The logic for the close limit switch is similar. 

10.5 Summary 

We have given two examples of special rule objects that can be used as 

building blocks for a large control system. A large pipeline might have hundreds of 

open/close valves with limit switches or require hundreds of PID control loops. With a 
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{ EVEST[OpenLimitSwitch:ValueChanged](boolean newValue, TimeSCamp cime) 

i { 
i if ((state == OPENIKG) && (newValue TRUE)) 

I state = OPEN; 

I return; 

else i£ ((state > OiOSING) && (newValue FALSE)) 

return; 
} 
else 
( 

state = ERROR; 
TriggerBvent(ValveError); 

EVENT[CloseLimitSwiteh;ValueChanged](boolean newValue, TimeStamp time) 
{ 

i£ ((state CLOSING) && (newValue •- TRUE)) 

state • CLOSED; 
return; 

else i£ ((state • OPENING) && (newValue FALSE)) 

return; 

else 

state • ERROR; 
TriggerBvent(ValveError); 

EVENT tTimeKeepertOneShotEi^ired] (TimeStanp time) 
{ 

if ((state — CLOSING)||(state - OPENING)) 
{ 

state • ERROR; 
TriggerBvent(ValveError); 
return; 

Figure 10.6 Event handlers for switch example. 
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REACT system, these rules are created once and then used over and over again. 

These control and monitoring functions are also very simple to implement with a 

REACT system by creating special rule objects. This type of functionality would be 

extremely difBcult, if not impossible, to implement using a traditional rule base system. 
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CHAPTER 11. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A powerful environment for the implementation of complex real-time systems 

has been developed. To bridge the gap between traditional databases and existing real

time systems we created the REACT database model. The model was designed to 

work with applications having very high transaction loads and moderate deadlines. The 

REACT database kernel was created to show that such a system could be built and 

could run on standard, commercially available hardware. Because of the importance of 

correctness for real-time systems we developed static analysis techniques such that we 

can guarantee the properties termination, confluence, and observable determinism will 

hold for a REACT databases. 

We analyzed the performance of the REACT database assuming both single 

and multiple processors. For the multiple processor case, we developed a simulator 

based on the REACT database model, rule system, and concunency control 

algorithms. The simulator enables us to evaluate the performance of REACT for 

various operating conditions. This is also a powerful tool for determining how REACT 

would perform for specific application requirements. 

The REACT database provides a powerful environment for the implementation 

of control systems with a crisp division of labor between the electrical engineer. 
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computer engineer, and process engineer. This provides an environment in which 

reusable rule objects can be easily created for monitoring and control functions. 

As for future work, there is also a need for very fast, very small databases that 

are located very close to the device or system being monitored. We plan to develop a 

version of the REACT database that will work in these environments. These systems 

would update objects with real-world values on the order of 100-1000 times per 

second, but would typically contain less than 50 objects, including interface objects. It 

would also be desirable to download objects from a host to perform control and or 

monitoring algorithnns locally. As an example, some real-world systems will require 

control objects that operate at speed that is not possible with a host based control 

object. 

We also plan to do research on a hierarchy of REACT databases, where the 

fastest and smallest databases exist on controllers mounted very close to a device or 

system that is being monitored and the slowest and largest database is located at a 

central location and contains a summary of data from all of the other databases. 
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APPENDIX A. STATIC ANALYSIS 
PSEUDO CODE 

termination.txt 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Pseudo code for termination 

find_cycle(database D) 
{ 
remove all marks in D; 
for (all objects, 0 in D) 
{ 
if (0 is not marked for query) 
{ 
LI = empty list; 
L2 = search_for_query_cycle(LI, 0); 
if (L2 1= NULL) 
{ 
print(L2); 
STOP; 

} 
} 
if (0 is not marked for update) 
{ 
Ll = empty list; 
L2 = search_for_update_cycle(Ll, 0); 
if (L2 != NULL) 
{ 
print(L2); 
STOP; 

} 

} 
} 

} 

list search_for_query_cycle(list Ll, dbobject 0) 
{ 
mark 0 for query; 
if (0 is in Ll) 
{ 

return Ll 
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} 

add 0 to Ll; 
for (all objects, 02, on query list of 0) 

{ 
L2 = copy Ll; 
L3 = search_for_query_cycle(L2, 02); 
if (L3 != NULL) 

{ 
return L3; 

} 
} 

} 

list search_for_update_cycle(list Ll, dbobject 0) 
{ 
mark 0 for update; 
if (0 is in Ll) 

{ 
return Ll 

} 

add 0 to Ll; 
for (all objects, 02, on update list of 0) 
{ 
L2 = copy Ll; 

L3 = search_for_update_cycle(L2, 02); 
if (L3 != NULL) 

{ 
return L3; 

} 

} 

for (all objects, 02, on event list of 0) 
{ 
L2 = copy Ll; 

L3 = search_for_update_cycle(L2, 02); 
if (L3 1= NULL) 
{ 
return L3; 

} 
} 

} 

/ / 
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interfering.txt 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Pseudo code for interfering handlers. 

interfering_hcmdlers(database D) 
{ 
for (all objects, 0 in D) 
{ 
if (has_interfering_handlers(0)) 
{ 
print 0; STOP; 

} 
} 

} 

boolean has_interfering_handlers(dbobject 0) 
{ 
for (all events, E on 0) 

{ 

N = number of subscribers to E; 
query = new list[N]; 
update = new list[N]; 

output_count = 0; 
i = 0; 

for (all subscribers, S to E) 
{ 
query[i] = query_set(S, FALSE); 
change[i] = change_set(S); 
i++; 

} 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 
{ 
for (int j = i + 1; j < n; j++) 
{ 

if ((query[i] intersect change[j]) i* empty set) 
{ 
return TRUE; 

} 
if ((change[i] intersect querytj]) != empty set) 

{ 
return TRUE; 
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} 
if ((change[i] intersect change [j]) != empty set) 

{ 
return TRUE; 

} 
\ 
I 

} 
return FALSE; 

} 
return FALSE; 

} 

list query_set(dbobject 0, boolean query_this) 
{ 
L = empty list; 

for (all objects 02 on the query list of 0) 
{ 

add 02 to L; 
L = L union query_set(02, TRUE); 

} 
if (Iquery_this) 

{ 
for (all objects 02 on the update list of 0) 
{ 
L = L union query_set(02, FASLE); 

} 
for (all objects 02 on the event list of 0) 
{ 
L = L union query_set(02, FASLE); 

} 
return L; 

} 
} 

list change_set(dbobject 0) 
{ 
L = empty list; 
for (all objects 02 on the update list of 0) 
{ 
add 0 to L; 
L = L union query set(02, FASLE); 

} 
for (all objects 02 on the event list of 0) 
{ 
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add 0 to L; 
L = L union query_sec(02, FASLE) 

} 
recurn L; 
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conflicting, cxt 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Static analysis pseudo code for conflicting handlers 

conflicting_handlers(database D) 
{ 
for (all objects, 0 in D) 
{ 

if (has_conflicting_handlers (0)) 

{ 
print 0; 
STOP; 

} 
} 

} 

boolean has_conflicting_handlers(dbobject 0) 
{ 

for (all events, E on 0) 
{ 
output_count = 0; 

for (all subscribers, S to E) 
{ 

if (sends_output(S)) 
{ 
output_count++; 

} 
if (output_count > 1) 
{ 
return TRUE; 

} 
} 

} 
return FALSE; 

} 

boolean sends_output(dbobject 0) 

{ 
if (0 is an output interface object) 
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{ 
return TRUE; 

} 

for (all objects 02 on update list) 

{ 
if (sends_output(02)) 

{ 
return TRUE; 

} 

} 

for (all objects 02 on event list) 

{ 
if (sends_output(02)) 

{ 
return TRUE; 

} 

} 

return FALSE; 
} 
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APPENDIX B. STATIC ANALYSIS SOURCE CODE 

analysis.java 

Author; Don W. Carr 

Source code for analysis class 

import java.awt.*; 
import java. io. lOException,-

public class analysis { 

public static void mainCString args[}) { 

System.out.println("simple console application"); 
System.out.printlnC") ; 

objdb db = new objdbO; 

objlist 1 = db.find_cycle0; 
if (1 1= null) 
{ 

for (dbobject o = l.firstO; o != null; o = l.nextO) 
{ 

System.out.println(o.tag); 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

System.out.printlnC"No Cycles Found"); 
} 

dbobject o; 

try 
{ 

o = db.find_interfering_handlers(); 
} 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
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System.out.println{"Exception: " + e.getMessage0 
+ " I " + e.toStringO ) ; 

try 
{ 

System.in.read 0; 
} 
catch (lOException ee) 
{ 

return; 
} 

return; 
} 

if (o != null) 

{ 
System.out.println("Event with interfering handlers 

o.tag + + o.eventname); 

} 
else 
{ 

System.out.println("No interfering handlers found") 
} 

o = db.find_conflicting_handlers0; 
if (o != null) 

{ 
System.out.printIn("Event with conflicting handlers 

o.tag + ":" + o.eventname); 
} 

else 
{ 

System.out.printIn("No conflicting handlers found") 
} 

System.out.println(""); 
System.out.println{"(press Enter to exit)"); 
try { 

System.in.read 0; 
} catch (lOException e) { 

return; 
} 
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dbobject.java 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for dbobject class 

class dbobject 
{ 

public boolean sends_output() 
{ 

if (this.output.get_num() > 0) 

{ 
return true; 

} 
for (dbobject o = update.first(); o != null; 

o = update.next()) 

{ 
if (o.sends_output()) 
{ 

return true; 

} 
} 

for (dbobject o = events.firstO ; o != null; 
o = events.next 0) 

{ 
if (o.sends_output()) 

{ 
return true; 

} 
} 
return false; 

} 
public boolean conflicting_handlers0 

{ 
int i = 0; 

for (int ic«0; Jc < events.num_events; )c++) 

{ 
int n = events.events [Ic] .subscribers.get_num() ; 
int output_count « 0; 
for (dbobject o = events.events [Jc] .subscribers.first () ; 

o !» null; o » events.events [Ic] .subscribers.next 0 

{ 
if (o.sends_output()) 
{ 
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output_coiinc++ ; 
if (output_count > 1) 
{ 

eventnarae = events.events[k].name; 
return true; 

} 

} 
} 

} 

return false; 

} 
public objlist output; 

public String eventname; 
public event_list events; 
public boolean interfering_handlers() 

{ 
int i = 0; 
for (int )c=0; k < events.num_events; k++) 

{ 
int n = events.events[k].subscribers.get_num(); 

handler_sets hs[]; 
hs = new handler_sets[n]; 
for (i=0; i < n; i++) 

{ 

hs[i] = new handler_sets0; 

} 

//System.out.println("" + 
events.events[k].name + + n + " subscribers"); 

i=0; 

for (dbobject o = events.events[k].subscribers.first 0; 
o != null; o = events.events[k].subscribers.next0) 

{ 
objlist 1 = o.query_set(false); 

try 
{ 
//System, out.printIn("index = "+ i + ",n="+n); 
hs[i] .query = 1; 

} 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
System.out.printIn("Error: " + i + " " + e.toStringO); 
return false; 

} 
try 

{ 
hs[i].change = o.change_set0; 
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hs[i].change.add(o); 

} 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
System.out.println("Error: " + i + e.toStringO); 
return false; 

} 
i++; 

} 

for (i = 0; i < n; i++) 

{ 
for (int j = i + 1; j < n; j++) 

{ 
if (hs[i].change.intersects(hs[j].change)) 
{ 

eventname = events.events[k].name; 
return true; 

} 

if (hs[i].change.intersects(hs[j].query)) 
{ 

eventname = events.events[k].name; 
return true; 

} 

if (hs[i].query.intersects(hs[j].change)) 
{ 

eventname = events.events[k] .name; 
return true; 

} 

} 
} 

} 

return false; 
} 
public objlist change_set() 

{ 
objlist 1 = new objlistO; 
for (dbobject o = update.first(); o != null; 

o » update.next0) 
{ 

l.add(o); 
objlist 12 = o.change_set0; 
1.union(12); 

} 

for (dbobject o « events.first0; o != null; 
o = events.next{)} 
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{ 
objlist 12 = o.change_set0; 
1.union(12); 

} 
Sy Stem.out.print("Change set for " + this.tag + "); 
dbobject x = l.firstO; 
while (x != null) 

{ 
System.out.print(" " + x.tag); 
X = l.nextO ; 

} 
System.out.println(""); 

return 1; 
} 
public objlist query_set(boolean query_this) 
{ 

objlist 1 = new objlistO; 
for (cibobject o = query.first0 ; o != null; o = query.nextO) 

{ 
l.add(o); 
try 
{ 
objlist 12 = o.query_set(true); 
1.union(12); 

} 
catch(Exception e) 

{ 
System.out.printIn("Error: " + e.toStringO); 
return 1; 

} 

} 
if (lquery_this) 
{ 
for (dbobject o = update.first0; o l= null; 

o = update.next()) 
{ 

try 
{ 
objlist 12 = o.query_set(false); 

1.union(12); 
} 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
System.out.printlnCError: " + e.toString0 ) ; 

return 1; 
} 
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} 

for (dbobject o = events.first(); o != null; 

o = events.next()) 
{ 

try 
{ 
objlist 12 = o.query_set(false); 
1.union(12); 

} 
catch(Exception e) 
{ 
System.out.printIn("Error: " + e.toStringO); 
return 1; 

} 

} 
} 
System.out.print("Query set for " + this.tag + "); 
dbobject x = 1. first 0; 
while (x != null) 

{ 
System.out.print(" " + x.tag); 
x = 1 . next() ; 

} 
System.out.println("") 
return 1; 

} 
public String tag; 
public dbobject(String t) 
{ 

tag = t; 

query = new objlistO; 
update = new objlistO; 
output = new objlistO; 
events = new event_list0; 
marlc = 0; 

} 
public objlist update; 
public objlist query; 
piiblic int mark; 
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* event_lisc.java * 
«- « 

* Auchor: Don W. Carr « 
* « 

* Source code for event_list class * 
* « 

class event_list 
{ 
private dbobject current_subscriber; 
public dbobject nextO 
{ 

if (current_event >= num_events) 

{ 
return null; 

} 
while (current_subscriber == null) 

{ 
current_event++; 
if (current_event >= num_events) 
{ 

return null; 
} 
current_subscriber = 

events[current_event].subscribers.first(); 

} 
dbobject temp = current_subscriber; 
current_subscriber = 

events [current_event] .siibscribers.next 0 ; 
return temp; 

} 
private int current_event; 
public dbobject first0 
{ 

current_event * 0; 
if (num_events == 0) 

{ 
return null; 

} 
current_subscriber = events[0].subscribers.first 0; 
return next(); 

} 
public void add(objevent e) 
{ 

try 
{ 
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events [nuni_evencs] = e; 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 

System.out.println("Error in add: " + ex.toStringO); 
return; 

} 
num_event s++; 

} 
public event_iist() 
{ 

events = new objevent[10]; 
num_events = 0; 
current_event = 0; 

current_subscriber = null; 
} 
public int num_events; 
pxjiblic objevent events [] ; 
} 
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handler_sets.j ava 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for handler sets class 

class handler_sets 
{ 
public handler_sets() 
{ 

query = new objlist(); 

change = new objlistO; 
} 

public objlist change; 
public objlist query; 
} 
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objdb.java 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for objdb class 

' /  

class objdb 
{ 
public dbobject find_conflicting_handlers() 
{ 

for {dbobject o = objs.first 0 ; o != null; o = objs.nextO) 
{ 

if (o.conflicting_handlers()) 

{ 
return o; 

} 
} 

return null; 
} 
Dublic dbobject find_interfering_handlers() 
{ 

for (dbobject o = objs.first 0 ; o != null; o = objs.nextO) 
{ 

if (o.interfering_handlers()) 
{ 

return o? 
} 

} 

return null; 
} 
public objdb0 

{ 
objs = new objlistO; 
dbobject oa, ob, oc, od, oe, of, og, oh; 

oa = new dbobject("A"); 
objs.add(oa); 

ob = new dbobject("B"); 
objs.add(ob); 

oc = new dbobject ("C) ; 
objs.add(oc); 

od « new dbobject("D"); 
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objs.add(od); 

oe = new dbobject("E"); 

objs.add(oe); 

of = new dbobject("F"); 

objs.add(of); 

og = new dbobject("G"); 
objs.add(og); 

oh = new dbobject ("H") 
objs.add(oh); 

objevent e; 

e = new obj event ("El") 
try 
{ 
e.subscribers.add(ob); 
} 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 

System.out.printIn("Exception: " + ex.toString()); 
return; 

J 

oa.events.add(e); 
ob.query.add(oh); 

e = new objevent ("El"); 

e.subscribers.add(od); 
e.subscribers.add(oe); 
oc.events.add(e); 
oe.update.add(of); 
od.output.add(og) ; 
of.query.add(od); 
of .output, add (oh) 

} 
public void mark_all(int m) 
{ 

for (dbobject o = objs.first0 ; o != null; o = objs.nextO) 
{ 

o.marJc * m; 

} 
} 
public objlist search_for_cycle(int mark, objlist 1, 

dbobject o, boolean isquery) 
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{ 
if ((o.marJc == mark) && (l.in(o))) 

{ 
1.delete_before(o); 
return 1; 

} 
else 
{ 

0.mark = mark; 
1.add{o); 
if (lisquery) 
{ 
for (dbobject o2 = o.update.first0; 

o2 != null; o2 = o.update.next()) 

{ 
objlist 12 = new objlist(l); 
objlist 13 = search_for_cycle(mark, 12, o2, false); 
if (13 != null) 

{ 
return 13; 

} 
} 

for (dbobject o2 = o.events.first(); 

o2 != null; o2 = o.events.next 0) 
{ 

objlist 12 = new objlist(l); 

objlist 13 = search_for_cycle(mark, 12, o2, false); 
if (13 != null) 

{ 
return 13; 

} 
} 

} 
else 
{ 
for (dbobject o2 = o.query.first0; 

o2 != null; o2 = o.query.next 0) 
{ 

objlist 12 = new objlist(l); 
objlist 13 = search_for_cycle(mark, 12, o2, true); 
if (13 != null) 

{ 
return 13; 

} 
} 

} 

} 
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return null; 
} 
public objlist find_cycle{) 

{ 
int current_mark = 1; 
marlc_all(0) 
for (dbobject o = objs.first 0 ; o != null; o = objs.nextO) 
{ 

if (o.marlc != 0) 

{ 
continue; 

} 
objlist 1 = new objlistO; 

objlist 12 = search_for_cycle(current_mark, 1, o, false); 
if (12 != null) 

{ 
return 12; 

} 
current_mark++; 
1 = new objlist 0 ; 

12 = search_for_cycle(current_mark, 1, o, true); 
if (12 != null) 

{ 
return 12; 

} 
current_mark++; 

} 

return null; 
} 

public objlist objs; 
} 
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obj event.j ava 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for objevent class 

class objevent 

{ 
public objevent(String n) 
{ 

name = n; 
subscribers = new objlistO; 

} 
public objeventO 

{ 

name = "None"; 
subscribers = new objlistO; 

} 
public objlist subscribers; 

public String name; 
} 
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objlist.java 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for objlist class 

class objlist 

{ 
public int get_num() 

{ 
return num_objs; 

} 
public boolean intersects(objlist 1) 
{ 

for {dbobject o = l.firstO; o != null; o = l.nextO 

{ 
if (in(o)) 

{ 
return true; 

} 

} 
return false; 

} 
public void union(objlist 1) 
{ 

for (dbobject o = l.firstO; o != null; o = l.nextO: 

{ 
if (!this.in(o)) 
{ 

this.add(o); 
} 

} 
} 
public void delete_before(dbobject o) 

{ 
int objjpos = -1; 
for (int i = 0; i < num_objs; i++) 

{ 
if (objs[i] == o) 

{ 
obj_pos = i; 

break; 

} 
} 
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if (obj_pos > 0) 

{ 
num_objs -= obj_pos; 
for (inc i = 0; i < nuni_objs; i++) 

{ 
objs[i] = objs[i + obj_pos]; 

} 
} 

} 
public dbobjecc nextO 

{ 
if (current >= num_objs) 
{ 

return null; 
} 

else 
{ 

current++; 
return objs[current-1]; 

} 
} 
private int current; 

public dbobject first 0 
{ 

current = 0; 

return next(); 

} 
public boolean in(dbobject o) 

{ 
for (int i = 0; i < num_objs; i+-t-) 
{ 

if (objs[i] == o) 

{ 
return true; 

} 
} 
return false; 

} 
public objlist 0 
{ 

objs = new dbobject[100]; 
num_objs = 0; 

} 
public objlist(objlist 1) 

{ 
objs = new dbobject[100]; 

nuta_objs * l.num_objs; 
for (int i=0; i < num_objs; i++) 
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{ 
objs[i] = l.objs[i] 

} 
} 

public void add(dbobjecc o) 
{ 

objs[num_objs] = o; 
num_objs++; 

} 
private inc num_objs; 
private dbobject objs[]; 
} 
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APPENDIX C. REACT KERNEL SOURCE CODE 

OODB.CPP 

Auchor: Don W. Carr 

Contains source code for object database class 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

object_database_t *oodb; 

event_id_t db_object_t::subscribe_event(char *lcey, char *event_name) 
{ 
return oodb->subscribe_event(oid, key, event_narae); 

} 

void db_object_t::trigger_event(short event_number) 
{ 
oodb->trigger_event(oid, event_numfaer); 

} 

object_database_t::object_database_t(long max_objects) 
{ 
next_eid = 1; 
num_pending_events = 0; 

obj_list = new obj_list_t (max_objects) ; 
} 

void Obj ect_database_t::insert_ofaj ect(db_obj ect_t «obj) 

{ 
obj_list->insert(obj); 

} 
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db_objecc_c *object_dacabase_c::gec_object(char "key) 
{ 
return obj_list->get_object(key); 

} 

evenc_id_t object_database_t::subscribe_event(object_id_c subscriber, 
char *key, 
char "evenc) 

{ 
db_object_c "obj; 
evenc_list_c «elist; 
char **evencs; 
inc n_events; 

obj_lisc->get(key, &obj, &elisc); 

if ((obj == NULL) I I (elist == NULL)) 

{ 
recurn 0; 

} 

shore evenc_number = -1; 
n_evencs = obj->published_events (&events) 

for (int i=0; i < n_evencs; i++) 

{ 
if (0 == strcmpi(events[i], event)) 
{ 

event_numfaer = i,-
break; 

} 

} 

if (event_numfaer == -i) 
{ 
return 0; 

} 

event_id_t eid = next_event_id () ; 
elist->add_subscriber(event_nuniber, subscriber, eid) ; 
return eid; 

} 

/ / 
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void object_dacabase_c::crigger_event(obj ect_id_t evenC_originacor, 
short event_number) 

{ 
pending_events[num_pending_events].event_originator = 

event_originator; 

pending_events[num_pending_events].event_number = event_number; 
num__pending_event s++ ; 

} 

void object_database_t::trigger_pending_events(void) 
{ 

for (int i=0; i < num_pending_events; i++) 
{ 
db_object_t *obj; 
event_list_t •elist; 

obj_list->get(pending_events[i].event_originator, &obj, &elist); 

if (elist == NULL) 
{ 
continue; 

} 

event_list_elem_t «elem; 

for (elem = elist->list[pending_events[i].event_number]; 
elein 1= NULL; 
elem = elera->next) 

{ 
db_ob j ect_t •obj; 
event_list_t *elist; 
obj_list->get(elem->subscriber, &obj, &elist); 
if (obj == NULL) 

{ 
continue; 

} 
obj->event_occurred(elem->eid); 

} 
} 
num_pending_events = 0; 

} 

int ofaject_database_t: :execute_transaction (char •obj_Jcey, 
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char •method, 
int n_args, 
arg_t *args) 

{ 
db_object_t *obj ; 
event list t "elist; 

obj_list->get (obj_Icey, &obj , &elist) ; 
if (obj == NOLL) 

{ 
return -1; 

} 

obj->execute_method(method, n_args, args); 

return 0; 

} 

db_object_t "object_database_t::get_object(char *key) 

{ 
db_obj ect_t •obj; 
event_list_t «list; 

obj_list->get(key, &obj, &list); 
return obj ; 

} 

event_id_t object_database_t::next_event_id(void) 
{ 

next_eid++; 
return next_eid; 

} 

/* 

agent_t •get_agent_object(char 'key) 
{ 
db_object_t 'obj; 
obj = oodb->get_object(key); 
if (obj == NULL) 

{ 
return NULL; 

} 
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if (obj->object_type() 1= AGENT_OBJECT) 
{ 

return NULL; 
} 

return (agent_t «) obj; 
} 

input_t •get_input_object(char "key) 
{ 
db_object_t "obj; 
obj = oodb->get_object(key); 
if (obj == NULL) 

{ 

return NULL; 
} 

if (obj->object_type() != INPUT_OBJECT) 
{ 
return NULL; 

} 

return (input_t *) obj; 
} 
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* OBJLIST.CPP 
« 

* Author: Don W. Carr 
* 

* Contains source code for creating and accessing object 
* hash table 

#include <:stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

/* 

static int is_prime(long n) 
{ 

if ( (n % 2) == 0) 

{ 
return 0; 

} 

long max = (long) sqrt(n); 

for (long d = 3; d <= max; d += 2) 

{ 
if ((n % d) == 0) 

{ 
return 0; 

} 
} 
return 1; 

} 

static long next_prime(long n) 
{ 
if ((n % 2) ==0) // Start with an odd number. 
{ 
n.++ ? 

} 
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while (!is_prime(n)) 

{ 
n += 2; 

} 
return n; 

} 

static long hashpjw(char "s, long max) 
{ 
char «p; 
unsigned long g; 
unsigned long h = 0; 

for (p=S; *p != '\0'; P++) 
{ 
h = (h « 4) + (*p) ; 

g = h & OxFOOOOOOO; 
if (g 1= 0) 

{ 

h = h'' {g>>24); 
h = h " g; 

} 

} 

return h % max; 
} 

obj_list_t::obj_list_t(long max_objects) 
{ 
max = next_prime(max_objects); 
long size = max • sizeof {obj_list_element_t) ; 
list = (obj_list_element_t •) malloc(size); 

MALLOC_CHECK(lisC) ; 
for (long i=0; i < max; i++) 

{ 
list [i].obj = NULL; 
list [i] .elist = NULL; 

} 

} 

long n_s]cip = 0; 
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void obj_list_t:: insert (c3b_object_t *obj) 

{ 
long hash_value = hashpjw(obj->key, max); 
int skip = 0; 

while (list[hash_valuej .obj != NULL) 
{ 

skip = 1; 
hash_value = (hash_value +1) % max; 

} 
if (skip) 
{ 

n_skip++; 
} 

obj->oid = hash_value; 

char **events; 
int num_events; 

num_event s = ob j->published_events(&events); 
list[hash_value].elist = new event_list_t(num_events); 
list[hash_value].obj = obj; 

} 

void obj_list_t::get(char •key, db_object_t ••obj, event_list_t 
••elist) 
{ 
long hash_value = hashpjw(key, max) ,-
while (list[hash_value].obj != NULL) 

{ 

if (0 == strcmpi(key, list[hash_value].obj->key)) 
{ 
•obj = list[hash_value].obj ; 

•elist = list[hash_value].elist,• 
return; 

} 
hash_value = (hash_value +1) % max; 

} 
return; 

} 

void obj_list_t: :get(object_id_t oid, 
db_object_t ••obj, 
event_list_t ••elist) 

{ 
•obj = list[oid].obj; 
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*elist = list[oid].elist,• 

return 
} 
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ELIST.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Code for event list class 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

/ » * • • •  

event_list_t:;event_list_t(int n_events) 
{ 
n = n_events; 

list = (event_list_elem_t •*) malloc(sizeof(event_list_elem_t ")); 
MALLOC_CHECK(list); 
for (short i=0; i < n; i++) 
{ 
list[i] = NULL; 

} 
} 

void event_list_t::add_subscriber(short event_number, 
ot)ject_id_t subscriber, 
event_id_t eid) 

{ 
event_list_elem_t *new_elem,-

new_elem = new event_list_elem_t; 

new_elem->subscrifaer = subscriber; 
new_elem->eid » eid; 

new_elem->next = list[event_number]; 
list[event_number] » new_elem; 

} 
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OODBMAIN.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Contains main program to load test database and run. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <tirae.h> 
#include <new.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

extern object_database_t "oodfa; 

#define MAX INPtlT 100 

void main(int argc, char "argvC]) 
{ 
char •obj_key; 
char "method; 
arg_t "args; 
int n_args; 
long i; 
char input_Icey [20] , rule_keyC20] , agent_lcey [20] ; 
time t stare time, end time; 

set_new_handler(common_new_handler); 

oodb = new object_database_t(1000); 

for (i=0; i < MAX_INPDT; i++) 
{ 
sprintf (inpuC_)cey, "inVld", i) ; 

sprincf (rule_key, "rule^rld", i) ; 
sprintf {agent_)cey, "agentlrld", i) ; 

input_c *inp; 
inp « new input_t (input_]cey) ; 

oodb->insert_object(inp); 

inp->startup_phase_l0; 

inp->starcup_phase_2(); 
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agent_c *agenc; 
agent = new agent_t (agent_lcey) ; 

oodb->insert_object(agent); 

agent->startup_phase_l(); 
agent->startup_phase_2(); 

rule_t *rule; 
rule = new rule_t (rule_Jcey, input_key, agent_lcey) ; 

oodb->insert_object(rule); 
rule->startup_phase_l(); 
rule->startup_phase_2 () 

} 

arg_t arg[l]; 

arg[0].type = float_type; 
arg[0].value.float_val = 4.0; 

time(&start_time); 
for (i=0; (i < 1000000); i++) 
{ 
sprintf(input_key, "in%ld", i % MAX_INPUT); 
oodb->execute_transaction(input_key, "update", 1, arg); 
oodb->triggerjpending_events0; 

} 

time(&end_time); 
printf("Elapsed time = %ld\n", long(end_time - start_time)); 

arg[0] - type = long_type,-
oodb->execute_transaction("rulel", "GetCount", 1, arg) ,-
printf ("Event Count = %ld\n", arg [0] .value.long_val) ,-

} 
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* INPUT.CPP 
•k 

* Author; Don W. Carr 
»-

* Source code for example input object 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

input_t::input_t{char «nkey) 
{ 
strcpy(key, nkey) ; 
value = 0; 

} 

/ '  

void input_t::update(float new_value) 
{ 
value = new_value; 
trigger_event(0); 

} 

/• 

float input_t;:get_value(void) 

{ 
return value; 

} 

int input_t:;published_events(char •••names) 
{ 
static char •s [] « 

{ 
"ValueChanged" 

};  
•names = s; 

return 1; 
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} 

int inpuc_t::raethods_wich_update(char *««signatures) 
{ 
static char *3 [] = 

{ 
"void update(in float new_value);" 

}.• 
•signatures = s; 
return 1; 

} 

int input_t::methods_without_update(char ••'signatures) 
{ 
static char •sE] = 

{ 
"void get_value(out float current_value);" 

}; 
•signatures = s; 
return 1; 

} 

int input_t::execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t •args) 

{ 
if (0 == strctnpi (method, "update")) 

{ 
if (n_args != 1) 
{ 
return -1; 

} 
if (args[0]-type != float_cype) 

{ 
return -1; 

} 
update (args [0] .value.float_val) ,-

return 0; 
} 
if (0 »= strcmpi(method, "GetValue")) 

{ 
if (n_args != 1) 

{ 
return -1; 
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} 
if (args[0].type != float_type) 
{ 
return -1; 

} 
args[0].value.float_val = value; 

return 0; 

} 
return -1; 

} 
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RDLE.CPP 

Auchor: Don W. Carr 

Source code for example rule objecc. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <scring.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

rule_c: :rule_c (char "nkey, char »slcey, char *akey) 
{ 
scrcpy(key, nkey); 
scrcpy(subjecc_key, skey); 
scrcpy(agenc_key, akey); 
change_eid = 0; 

subjecc_objecc = NULL; 
agenc_objecc = NULL; 
evenc_counc = 0; 

} 

void rule_c::scarcup_phase_2(void) 
{ 
change_eid = subscribe_evenc(subjecc_key, "ValueChanged"); 
agenc_objecc = gec_agenc_objecc (agenc_key) ; 
sxifajecc_objecc = gec_inpuc_objecc (subjecc_key) ; 

} 

void rule_c::gec_counc(int •value) 
{ 
•value = evenc_counc; 
recum; 

} 

int rule_C: :published_evencs (char •••names) 
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{ 
static char *3 [] = 

{ 
"ValueChanged" 

}; 
••names = s; 
return 1; 

} 

int rule_t: :methods_with_update(char •••signatures) 
{ 
•signatures = NULL; 

return 0; 

} 

int rule_t: :methods_withcut_update (char •••signatures) 
{ 
static char •s[] = 

{ 
"void get_count(out int current_count);" 

} '• 

•signatures = s; 

return 1; 
} 

int rule_t: :execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t "args) 

{ 
if (0 == strcmpi (method, "GetCount")) 
{ 
if (n_args 1= 1) 

{ 
return -1; 

} 
if (args[0]-type != long_type) 
{ 
return -1; 

} 
args[0].value.long_val « event_count; 
return 0; 

} 

return -1; 

} 
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void rule_C::evenc_occurred(event_id_t eid) 

{ 
if (eid == change_eid) 

{ 
event_count++; 
if (agenc_objecc != NULL) 
{ 
agenc_obj ect->send(3.0) ; 

} 
} 

} 

/. ..................... WW........ 
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AGENT.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Source code for example agent object 

#include <stdio.h> 
iinclude <string.h> 

#include "oodb.h" 

agent_t::agent_t(char •nkey) 

{ 
strcpydcey, nkey) ; 
last_output = 0; 

} 

void agent_t::send(float output_value) 

{ 
last_output = output_value; 
trigger_event(0); 

} 

void agent_t: :get_last_output (float "value) 
{ 
"value = last_output; 
return; 

} 

/ • •  

int agent_t::published_events(char *«"names) 

{ 
static char »s[] = 
{ 
"OutputSent" 

} ?  
•names = s; 

return 1; 
} 
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int agent_c::methods_with_update(char ***signatures) 
{ 
static char *3 [] = 
{ 
"void send(in float new_value);" 

} • 

•signatures = s; 
return l; 

} 

int agent_t::methods_without_update(char •••signatures) 
{ 
static char •s[] = 

{ 
"void get_last_output(out float last_out);" 

}; 
•signatures = s; 

return 1; 
} 

int agent_t::execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t •args 
{ 

if (0 == strcmpi(method, "send")) 

{ 
if (n_args != 1) 
{ 
return -1; 

} 
if (args[0].type != float_type) 
{ 
return -1; 

} 

send(args[0].value.float_val); 
return 0; 

} 
if (0 " strcmpi(method, "GetLastOutput")) 
{ 
if (n_args != 1) 

{ 
return -1; 

} 

if (args[0].type I* float_type) 
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{ 
return -L; 

} 
args[0].value.float_val = last_output 
return 0; 

} 

return -1; 
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OODB.H 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Header file for database kernel 

#ifndef OODB_INC_ 
#define ^OODB_INC_ 

tinclude "stdio.h" 
#include "common.h" 

enum object_type_t 
{ 
ANALOG_INPDT, 
ANALOG_OUTPUT, 
DISCRETE_INPDT, 
DISCRETE_ODTPOT, 

VAR_OBJECT, 
CALC_OBJECT, 
DCALC_OBJECT, 
DVAR_OBJECT, 
CONTROL_OBJECT, 
AGENT_OBJECT, 
RULE_OBJECT, 
INPOT_OBJECT, 

} ;  

enum pv_type_t 
{ 
ANALOG_VALaE, 
DISCRETE_VALaE, 
DNDEFINED_VALUE, 
INTEGER_VALDE, 

} ;  

enum object_state_t 
{ 
LOW_ALARM = 0, 
LOW_CAUTION = 1, 
NORMAL ^ 2, 
HIGH_CADTIGN = 3, 
HIGH_ALARM = 4, 
ALARM = 5, 
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POINT_FAILED = 6, 

DEV_AIiARM, 

DEV_CAUTION, 
CAUTION, 

}; 

typedef long event_id_t; 
typedef long object_id_t; 
typedef long reference_t; 
typedef long analog_expr_t; 
typedef long discrete_expr_t; 

union value_t 

{ 
float float_val; 
int discrete_val; 
int int_val; 
long long_val; 
char char_val; 
char *string_val; 

} ;  

enum type_t 

{ 
float_type, 
int_type, 
long_type, 
discrete_type, 
char_type, 
string_type 

}; 

struct arg_t 

{ 
type_t type; 
value_t value; 

} ;  

class db_object_t 
{ 
public: 
object_id_t oid; 
char Jcey[21] ; 

char description[31]; 
Object_state_t object_state; 

Obj ect_state_t last_obj ect_state; 
long execution_group; 
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virtual void startup_phase_l(void) {return;}; 

virtual void startup_phase_2(void) {return;}; 

event_id_t subscribe_event(char *object_key, char "event); 
virtual void event_occurred(event_id_t eid) {return;}; 
void trigger_event(short event_number); 

virtual int pufalished_events(char •••names) = 0; 
virtual int methods_with_update(char •••signatures) = 0; 
virtual int methods_without_update(char •••signatures) = 0; 
virtual int execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t •args) = 

0 ;  
virtual object_type_t object_type(void) = 0; 

}; 

class input_t : public db_object_t 

{ 
private: 
float value; 

public: 
input_t (char «icey) ; 
void update(float new_value); 
float get_value(void); 
void event_occurred(event_id_t eid) {return;}; 
int published_events(char •••names); 
int methods_with_update(char •••signatures); 
int methods_without_update(char •••signatures); 
int execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t •args); 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return INPDT_OBJECT;}; 

}; 

class agent_t : public db_object_t 
{ 
private: 
float last_output; 

public: 
agent_t(char •nkey); 
void send(float output_value); 
void get_last_output(float •current_count); 
int published_events(char •••names); 
int methods_with_update(char •••signatures); 
int methods_without_update(char •••signatures); 
int execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t •args); 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return AGENT_OBJECT;}; 

}; 

class rule_t : public db_Gbject_t 
{ 
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private: 
char subject_key [21]; 
char agent_lcey [21] ; 
input_t *subject_obj ect; 
agent_t * agent_ob j ect; 
long event_count; 
event_id_t change_eid; 

public: 
rule_t(char *nkey, char *slcey, char "akey) ; 
void get_count{int •current_count); 
void startup_phase_2(void); 
void event_occurred(event_id_t eid); 
int published_events(char •••names); 
int methods_with_update(char •••signatures); 
int methods_without_update(char •••signatures); 
int execute_method(char •method, int n_args, arg_t ^args); 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return RULE_OBJECT;}; 

} ;  

class analog object_t : pxiblic db_object_t 
{ 
public: 
float pv; 
char eu [8]; 
int decimal; 
analog_object_t(void); 
inline float get_pv(void) {return pv;}; 
pv_type_t pv_type(void) {return ANALOG_VALaE;}; 

}; 

class analog_alarm_object_t : public analog_object_t 
{ 
float hi_alarm; 
float hi_caution; 
float lo_caution; 

float lo_alarm; 
float deadband; 
logical hi_alarm_enable; 
logical lo_alarm_enable; 
logical hi_caution_enable; 
logical lo_caution_enable; 
logical hi_alarm_shutdown; 
logical lo_alarm_shutdovm; 
void checlc_alarms (void); 

}; 

struct ai_realtime_t 

{ 
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int updace_cime_stamp ; 
float raw_value; 

}; 

class ai_object_t : public analog_alarm_object_t 
{ 
public: 
ai_realtime_t rt; 
float pv_last; 
int update_time_stamp; 
int last_update_time_stamp; 
float conversion_factor; 
float eu_hi; 
float eu_lo; 
float raw_lo; 
float raw_hi; 
float zero_cutoff; 
void check_alanns(void); 
void set_conversion(float rl, float rh, float eul, float euh) ; 
void set_conversion(void); 

public: 
ai_object_t(void); 
void update(float new_raw_value); 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return ANALOG_INPUT;}; 

}; 

class ao_object_t : public analog_object_t 
{ 
public: 

int output_t ime_s tamp ; 
void send(float value); 
float output_limit_hi; 
float output_limit_lo; 
float eu_hi; 
float eu_lo; 
float raw_lo; 

float raw_hi; 
pxiblic: 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return ANALOG_OUTPUT;}; 

}; 

class control_object t : public analog_object_t 
{ 
private: 

float setpcint_limit_hi; 
f loat s etpo int_l iinit_lo ; 

float deviation_alartn; 
float deviation caution; 
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float deviation_delay; 
double dev_caut_detect_time; 

double dev_alm_detect_time; 
logical dev_alarm_enable; 
logical dev_alarm_shutdown; 
logical dev_caution_enable; 
float p_gain; 
float i_time; 

float d_time; 
float setpoint; 
float last_input; 
float last_output; 
float last_error; 
float in.tegrated_error; 

double last_time; 
logical concrol_enabled; 
logical ramp_is_on; 
float ramp_increment; 
float ramp_value; 
int ramp_counter; 
int updates_per_evaluation; 
int delay_counter; 
ao_object_t *ao_point; 
ai_object_t *ai_point; 

public: 
void change_setpoint(float val, float ramp_time); 
void start_control(void); 
void stop_control (void) 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return CONTROL_OBJECT;}; 

}; 

class discrete_object_t : public db_object_t 
{ 
public: 

int pv; 
char »pv_string; 

char hi_desc[l2]; 
char lo_desc[l2]; 
void display(void); 
void display_pv(void); 
inline int getjpv(void) {return pv;}; 
pv_type_t pv_type (void) {return DISCRETE_VALUE,-} ; 

} ;  

class di_object_t : public discrete_object_t 
{ 
public: 
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int pv_last; 
int update_time_stamp; 
int last_update_time_stamp; 
int alarm_state; 
void checJc_alarms (void) ; 

public: 
void update(int new_value); 

object_type_t object_type(void) {return DISCRETE_INPDT;} ; 
} ;  

class do_object_t : public discrete_object_t 
{ 
public: 

int output_time_starap; 
void send(int value); 
object_type_t object_type (void) {return DISCRETE_0UTPUT;} 

} ;  

class calc_object_t : public analog_object t 
{ 
public: 

analog_expr_t expression; 
char «expr_string; 
void evaluate(void); 
void parse_expr(void); 

object type_t object_type(void) {return CALC_OBJECT;}; 

}; 

class dcalc_object_t : public discrete_object_t 
{ 
public: 

discrete_expr_t expression; 
char *expr_string; 
void evaluate(void); 
void parse_expr(void); 

object_type_t object_type(void) {return DCALC_OBJECT;}; 
} ;  

class var_object_t : public analog_object_t 
{ 
public: 

inline void set_pv(float new_pv) {pv = new_pv;}; 
object_type_t object_type(void) {return VAR_OBJECT;}; 

} ;  

class dvar_object_t : public discrete_object_t 
{ 
public: 
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logical value_stored; 
void set_pv(irit new_pv) ; 
object_cype_t object_type (void) {return DVAR_OBJECT;} ; 

}; 

struct event_list_elem_t 
{ 

object_id_t subscriber; 
event_id_t eid; 
struct event_list_eletn_t *next; 

}; 

class event_list_t 
{ 
public: 

event_list_elem_t ••list; 

short n; 
event_list_t(int n_events); 
void add_subscriber(short event_number, 

object_id_t subscriber, 
event_id_t eid); 

}; 

struct obj_list_element_t 
{ 
db_object_t "obj; 
event_list_t «elist; 

} ;  

class obj_list_t 
{ 
private: 

long max; 
obj_list_element_t 'list; 

public: 
obj_list_t(long max_objects); 
void insert(db_object_t ^obj); 
void get(char •key, db_object_t ••obj, event_list_t ••elist); 
void get (object_id_t oid, db_object_t •«obj, evene_list_t ••elist); 

}; 

struct pending_event_t 
{ 
object_id_t event_originator; 
short event_number; 

}; 

class object_database_t 
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{ 
private: 

obj_list_t •obj_list; 
event_id_t next_eid; 
pending_event_t pending_events[100]; 
short num_pending_events; 

public: 

object_database_t(long max_objects); 
void insert_object(db_object_t *obj); 

event_id_t subscribe_event(object_id_t subscriber, char *key, char 
•event); 

void trigger_event(object_id_t event_originator, short n); 
void trigger_pending_events(void); 
db_object_t •get_object(char 'key); 

event_id_t next_event_id(void); 
int execute_transaction(char *object_lcey, 

char •function, 
int n_args, 
arg_t •args); 

db_object_t •get_object (char "Icey) ; 
}; 

agent_t •get_agent_object(char "key); 
input_t •get_input_object(char •key); 

#endif 
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APPENDIX D. SIMULATOR SOURCE CODE 

SIM.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

This file contains the procedures to read the simulation 
input and run the simulation. 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <stdlifa.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <raath.h> 

#include "compat.h" 

#include "sim.h" 

#include "trans.h" 

#include "util.h" 
#include "random.h" 

/" 

running_t run; 
waiting_t wait; 
FILE 'fp; 

void simulate{input_data_t *in, int •overflow) 
{ 

memset(&run, '\0', sizeof(run)); 

memset(&wait, '\0', sizeof(wait)); 
run.reset 0 ; 
wait.resetO ; 
•overflow =0; 
current_time =0; 
int next_event; 
transaction_t t; 
double total_transaccion_execution_time = 0; 
double total_transaccion_time_in_system * 0; 
double last_arrive_time = 0; 
double next_arrive_time = 

last_arrive_time + get_next_arrival_time (1.0 / 
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in->arrival_rate); 
int done = 0; 

first_seeds(); 
for (long i=0; (i < 10000) && Idone;) 
{ 
if ((i%1000) == 0) 

{ 
nexc_seeds(); 

} 
if (run.n_running() > 0) 
{ 
double finish_cime = run.next_finish_cime () ; 
if (finish_titne < next_arrive_cime) 
{ 
next_evenc = TRANS_COMPLETE; 

} 
else 
{ 
next_event; = TRANS_ARRIVE 
} 

} 
else 

{ 
nexc_evenc = TRANS_ARRIVE; 

} 
switch (nexc_evenc) 
{ 
case TRANS_ARRIVE: 

if (nexc_arrive_cime > current_cime) 
{ 
currenc_time = next_arrive_cime; 

} 
double delta_t = gec_next_arrival_cime(l.O / in->arrival_rate); 
c.arrive_cime = nexc_arrive_cime; 
last_arrive_time = nexc_arrive_time; 

next_arrive_cime = lasc_arrive_cime + delca_t; 
c.num_functions = get_n_functions(in->n_functions); 
c.execution_time = get_execution_time(t.num_functions, 

in->execution_time); 
t.deadline = current_time + in->deadline; 
t.group = get_next_group(); 

t .num__waiting * 0; 
c.num_waiting run.incompatible_with(t.group, 

in->p_incompat); 
int num_compare =« 0; 

num_compare +* nin.num_compare{t.num_functions); 
num_compare +* wait.num_compare(c.num_functions); 
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double check_delay = num_compare • in->overhead; 
currenc_cime += check_delay; 
waic.insert_cransaction(&c, in->p_incompac); 
break; 
case TRANS_COMPLETE: 
i++; 
double nf = run.next_finish_cime(); 
if (nf > current_time) 
{ 
current_cime = nf; 

} 
if (run.remove_cransaction(&t)) 
{ 
waic.group_finished(c.group); 
cocal_cransaction_execution_cime += c.execution_time; 

cotal_cransaccion_time_in_syscem += current_cime -
t.arrive_t ime; 

} 
break; 

} 

inc nutnber_running = run. n_running () ; 
inc nutnber_waicing = waic.n_waic (); 
int nutnber_in = number_running + nuraber_waicing; 

if (number_in > 450) 
{ 
done = 1; 
•overflow = 1; 
printf("\n %ld %d overflow\n", i, number_in); 

recurn; 
} 
while (run.processor_free{)) 
{ 
if (waic.get_next(&t)) 

{ 
run.scart_transaccion(&c); 
} 
else 
{ 
break; 
} 

} 
} 

long n_completed; 
long n_missed; 
run.gec_results (&n_cotnpleced, &n_missed) ; 
double avg_processors = tocal_cransaction_execution_time / 

current time; 
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double avg_in = total_cransaccion_cime_in_system / current_time; 

double x; 

switch (in->dependent_variable) 

{ 
case P_INCOMPATIBLE: 

X = in->p_incompat; 

break; 
case ARRIVAL_RATE: 

X = in->arrival_race; 

break; 
case EXECDTION_TIME: 
X = in->execution_time; 

break; 
} 

fprincf(fp, "%lf\c'', x) ; 
fprintfCfp, "%lf\c", double(n_missed)/double(n_completed)); 
fprintfCfp, "%lf\t%lf\t", avg_processors, avg_in); 
fprintf(fp, "%ld\t%ld\t", n_missed, n_completed); 
fprintf(fp, "\n"); 

princf("%lf\c", x); 
princf("%lf\t", double(n_missed)/double(n_compleced)); 
printf{"%lf\t%lf\c\n", avg_processors, avg_in); 

} 

/' 

void main(void) 

{ 
inc i, j; 
compatible_c c; 
compat = &c; 

fp = fopen("output.txt", "w"); 
if (fp == NULL) 

{ 
perror("Can't open output.txt"); 
exit(0); 

} 

input_data_t in; 
in.readO ; 

in.print(fp); 
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in.print(stdout); 

fprintf(fp, "\n"); 
printf("\nHic any key to start ...\n\n"); 
getch(); 

switch (in.dependent_variable) 
{ 
case P_INCOMPATIBLE: 

printf("P. Incompatible\t"); 
fprintf(fp, "P. Incompatible\t"); 
break; 

case ARRIVAL_RATE: 
printf{"Arrival Rate\t"); 
fprintf(fp, "Arrival Rate\t"); 
break; 

case EXECUTION_TIME: 
printf("Execution Time\t"); 
fprintf(fp, "Execution Time\t"); 
break; 

} 
printf("% Missed\tAvg. Proc.\tAvg. In\n"); 

fprintf(fp, "% Missed\tAvg. Proc.\tAvg. In\n"); 
double inc = (in.high - in.low) / in.n_inc; 

for (double x=in.low; x < (in.high + (0.1 • inc)); x+= inc) 

{ 
if (kbhitO) 
{ 
/• Abort if they hit escape •/ 
if (getch0 == OxlB) 
{ 
break; 

} 
} 
switch (in.dependent_variable) 
{ 
case P_INCOMPATIBLE: 
in.p_incompat = x; 

break; 
case ARRIVAL_RATE: 
in.arrival_rate » x; 
breeJc; 
case EXECDTIONjriME: 
in.execution_time = x; 
break; 

} 
int overflow; 
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simulate(&in, &overflow) 
if (overflow) 
{ 
break; 

} 

} 

fclose(fp); 
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TRANS.CPP 
* 

* Author; Don W. Carr 
« 

* This file contains the classes to manage the waiting 
* and running transactions 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <tnath.h> 

#include "compat.h" 
tinclude "sira.h" 
#include "trans.h" 
#include "util.h" 

compatible_t *compat; 

double current_time; 
extern unsigned _stklen = 62000; 

/ '  

transaction_t::transaction t(void) 
{ 
priority = 0; 
group = 0; 

num_functions = 0; 
num_waiting = 0; 
deadline = 0; 
execution_time = 0; 
finish_time = 0; 

} 

waiting_t::waiting_t(void) 
{ 
n=0; 

} 

void waiting_t::reset(void) 
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{ 
n=0; 

} 

inc waiting_t::num_corapare(int nf) 

{ 
int num = 0; 
for (inc i=0; i<n; i++) 
{ 
num += nf * w[i].num_funccions; 

} 
return num; 

} 

/ * "  

void waiting_t::print_all(void) 
{ 
for (int i=0; i < n; i++) 
{ 

printf (" (%d,%d) w[i] .group, w[i] .num_waiting) 
} 

} 

void waiting_t::group_finished(int g) 
{ 
for (int i=0; i < n; i++) 
{ 
if (lcompat->get(g, w[i].group)) 
{ 
w[i].num_waiting--; 

} 
} 

} 

«**  J  

void waiting_t::insert transaction(transaction_t •t, double p) 
{ 
if (n > 499) 
{ 
printf("Too many transactions\n"); 
return; 
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} 
f o r  (int i=0; i < n? i++) 
{ 
inc is_compat = next_is_compatifale(p); 
compac->sec(w[i].group, c->group, is_compat); 
if (!is_compat) 
{ 
t->num_wait ing++; 

} 
} 
if (n >= MAX_WAIT) 
{ 
princf("Error: %d\n", LINE ); 
exit(0); 

} 
w[n] = "t; 

n++; 

} 

•«« ! 

int waiting_t::get_next(transaction_t "t) 
{ 
int position = -1; 
for (int i=0; i < n; i++) 
{ 

if (w[i].num_waiting == 0) 

{ 
position = i; 

break; 
} 

} 

if (position == -1) 
{ 

return 0; 
} 
•t = w[position] 

for (imposition; i<n-l; i++) 
{ 
if (i >= MAX_WAIT) 
{ 
printf("Error: %d\n", LINE ) ; 
exit(0); 

} 
wti] = w[i+ll ; 

} 
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return 1; 

} 

running_t::running_t(void) 
{ 
n = 0; 

n_completed = 0; 
n_missed = 0; 

} 

void running_t: .-reset (void) 

{ 
n = 0; 

n_completed = 0; 
n_missed = 0; 

} 

/" 

int running_t::num_compare(int nf) 
{ 
int num = 0; 
for (int i=0; i<n; i++) 
{ 
num += nf » r[i].num_functions; 

} 
return nura,-

} 

void running_t::print_all(void) 
{ 
for (int i*0; i < n; i++) 
{ 
printf("(%d,%d)r[i].group, r[i].num_functions); 

} 

} 

void rxinning_t: ;start_transaction(transaction_t *t) 
{ 
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if (n >= NCT) 

{ 
return; 

} 
t->finish_time = current_time + t->execution_time; 
int position = 0; 
for (int i=n-l; i >= 0; i--) 

{ 
if (t->finish_time < r[i].finish_time) 
{ 
position = i+1; 

break; 
} 
if ((i+1) >= NCT) 

{ 
printf("Error: %d\n", LINE ); 
exit(0); 

} 
r[i+1] = r[i]; 

} 
n++ f 

if (position >= NCT) 

{ 

printf("Error: %d\n", LINE ); 
exit(0); 

} 

r[position] = "t; 
} 

int running_t::remove transaction(transaction_t *t) 
{ 
if (n > 0) 
{ 
n--; 
»t = r [n] ; 

n_completed++; 
if (t->finish_time > t->deadline) 
{ 
n_missed++; 

} 
return 1; 

} 
return 0; 

} 
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int running_C::incompacible_with(inc group, double p) 

{ 
inc cnt; 
cnc = 0; 
for (int i=0; i < n; i-t-+) 

{ 
int is_compat = next_is_compatible(p) ; 
compat->set (r [i] .group, group, is_cotnpat) ; 
if (!is_compat) 

{ 
cnt++; 

} 

} 

return cnt; 

} 

h 

double running_t: :next_finish_time (void) 
{ 
if (n>0) 
{ 
return r[n-l].finish_time; 

} 

else 
{ 
return 0.0; 

} 

} 
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DTIL.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

This file contains utility programs to return random 
parameters for the simulation. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "util.h" 
#include "random.h" 

h 

double get_next arrival_time(double avg) 
{ 
return random_exponential(avg, 0); 

} 

h 

double get_execution_time(int n, double avg) 
{ 
double extime = 0.0; 
for (int i=0; i < n; i++) 
{ 
extime += random_exponential(avg, I); 

} 
return extime; 

} 

int get_n_functions(double avg) 
{ 
int n = int(1.0 + random_exponential(avg - 0.5, 2)) 
if (n < 1) 
{ 
n = 1; 

} 
return n; 

} 
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int current_group = 0; 

int get_next_group() 
{ 
current_group = (current_group + 1) % 200; 
return current_group; 

} 

int next_is_compatible(double p) 
{ 
double X = RandomO) ; 
return (x > p); 

} 

/ / 
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RANDOM.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

This file containes procedures to generate 10 uniform random 
number streams. There are also procedures to change seeds. 

/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

int current_seed = 0; 
long seed[10][10] = 

{ 
{ 289,2063,2608,2539,2809,2645,9063,2875,1053,8201}, 
{3447,4059,1289,5447,1609,3529,4243,4725,9025,7819}, 
{2375,6167, 187,6019,1937,9465,9511,2957,9503, 683}, 
{5913,8023,7669,4573,8285, 569,9581,5805,4025,7839}, 
{7023,7567,7831,6337,1703, 963,2919,2619,4469,3649}, 
{1893,4387,2107,1139,9409,7873,6439,9245,3865,2415}, 
{5383,1039, 261,8197, 675,6825,1451,8047,1943, 529}, 
{9957,9275,1811, 947,7547,6459,1725,1307,4729,1119}, 
{3201,5561,7407,9245,4155,4845,2823,2561,5021,2573}, 
{2027,4533,4355,1559,1027,6993,8587,1641,7807,8357}, 

} ;  

/• 

void next_seeds(void) 
{ 

current_seed+-t- ; 
current_seed %= 10; 

} 

h 

void first_seeds(void) 

{ 
current_seed = 0; 

} 

This algorithm is from: 
"The Art of Computer Systems Performance Analysis", page 443. 
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It can be tested using X(0) = 1, For a correct implementation, 
X(10,000) should be 1,043,618,065. 

static const long a = 16807; 
static const long m = 2147483647; 
static const long q = 127773; 
static const long r = 2836; 

double Random(int i) 
{ 

long x_div_q, x_mod_q, x_new; 
long *x = Scseed [current_seed] [i] ; 
x_div_q = »x / q; 
x_mod_q = 'x % q; 

x_new = (a • x_mod_q) - (r • x_div_q); 
if (x_new > 0) 

{ 
•x = x_new; 

} 

else 
{ 
*x = x_new + m; 

} 
return double("x) / double(m); 

} 

double random_exponential(double average, int i) 
{ 

double u = Random(i); 
return (-1) * average • log(u); 

} 
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COMPAT.CPP 

Author: Don W. Carr 

This file contains the procedures to store transaction 
compatibility information. Once we determine if two 

transactions are compatible, this information must be stored. 

/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
tinclude <stdlib.h> 

#include "compat.h" 

void compatible_t::get_byte_bit(int n, int "byte, int »bit) 
{ 
*byte = n / 8; 
•bit = n % 8; 

} 

void compatible_t::set_bit(unsigned char •byte, int bit, int value) 
{ 

unsigned char mask = 0x01 << bit; 
if (value) 
{ 
•byte 1= mask; 

} 
else 
{ 
mask = -mask; 
•byte &= mask; 

} 
} 

int compatible_t::get_bit(unsigned char byte, int bit) 
{ 
unsigned char mask = 0x01 « bit; 
byte mask; 
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return (byte != 0); 

} 

static const long a = 16807; 
static const long tn = 2147483647; 
static const long q = 127773; 
static const long r = 2836; 

void compatible_t::set(int a, int b, int value) 
{ 

if ((a >= MAX_COMPAT) |1 (b >= MAX_COMPAT)) 
{ 

printf ("Error %s %d\n" , FILE , LINE ) 
exit(0); 

} 
int byte, bit; 

get_byte_bit(a, &byte, &bit) ; 
set_bit(&c[b][byte], bit, value); 
get_byte_bit(b, &byte, &bit) ; 
set_bit(&c [a][byte], bit, value); 

} 

h 

int compatible_t::get(int a, int b) 
{ 

if ((a >= MAX_COMPAT) || (b >= MAX_COMPAT)) 
{ 
printf ("Error %s %d\n", FILE , LINE ); 
exit(0); 

} 
int byte, bit; 

get_byte_bit(b, &byte, &bit); 
return get_bit(c[a][byte], bit); 

} 
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INDATA.CPP 

Author: Don. W. Carr 

This file contains routines to read and print input data. 

^include <stdio.h> 
tinclude <stdlib.h> 

#include "sim.h" 

void input_data_t::read(void) 
{ 
char line [200] 
FILE " f p  =  fopen("input.txt", "r"); 
if (fp == NULL) 
{ 

perrorCCan't open input.txt"); 
exit(0); 

} 

fgetsdine, sizeof (line) , fp) ; 
switch (line[0]) 
{ 

case •P': 
case 'p': 

dependent_variable = P_INC0MPATIBLE; 
break; 

case 'A': 
case 'a': 

dependent_variable = ARRIVAL_RATE ; 
brecUc; 

case 'E': 
case 'e': 

dependent_variable = EXECUTIONJTIME; 
break; 

default: 
printf("Invalid dependent variable: '%c'\n", line[0]); 
exit(0); 

break; 
} 
fgetsdine, sizeof (line), fp); 
sscanfdine, "Irlf", &low); 
fgetsdine, sizeof dine), fp); 
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sscanfdine, &high) ; 
fgetsdine, sizeof (line) , fp) ; 
sscanfdine, ''%ld", &n_inc) ; 
fgetsdine, sizeof dine) , fp) ; 
sscanfdine, "%lf", &arrival_rate) ,-
fgetsdine, sizeof dine), fp) ; 
sscanfdine, "%lf", &execution_tirae) ,-
fgetsdine, sizeof dine), fp) ; 
sscanfdine, "%lf", &n_functions) ; 
fgetsdine, sizeof dine) , fp) ; 
sscanfdine, "%lf", &deadline) ,-
fgetsdine, sizeof dine), fp) ; 
s s canf (1 ine, " % 1 f", &overhead) ,-
fgetsdine, sizeof dine), fp) ,-
sscanfdine, "%lf", &p_incompat) ; 
fclose(fp); 

} 

void input_data_t::print(FILE "fp) 
{ 
fprintf(fp, "Independent Variable: "); 
switch (dependent_variable) 
{ 
case P_INCOMPATIBLE: 

fprintf(fp, "Probability Incompatible\n") ,-

break; 
case ARRIVAL_RATE: 

fprintf(fp, "Arrival Rate\n"); 
break; 

case EXECUTION_TIME: 
fprintf(fp, "Execution Time\n"); 
break; 

default: 
fprintf(fp, "INVALID\n"); 

} 
fprintf (fp, "LowXtXtlrlfXn", low); 
fprintf(fp, "High\t\t%lf\n", high); 
fprintf(fp, "Number of Inc.\t\t%ld\n", n_inc); 
if (dependent_variable 1= ARRIVAL_RATE) 
{ 
fprintf (fp, "Arrival Rate\t\tlrlf\n", arrival_rate); 

} 
if (dependent_variable 1= EXECUTION_TIME) 
{ 
fprintf(fp, "Execution Time (ms)\t\t%lf\n", lOOO.O * 

execution time); 
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} 
fprin.tf(fp, "Number of Func.\t\t%lf\n", n_functions) ; 
fprintf(fp, "Deadline (ras)\t\c%lf\n", 1000 * deadline); 
fprintf(fp, "Overhead (ns)\c\c%lf\n", l.OeS * overhead); 
if (dependenc_variable != P_INCOMPATIBLE) 

{ 
fprintf(fp, "Prob. Incompatible\c\c%lf\n", p_incompat); 

} 
} 

/ / 
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• SIM.H 

• Author: Don W. Carr 

• Simulation header file 

#ifndef SIM_INC 
#define SIM_INC 

#define P_INCOMPATIBLE (0) 
#define ARRIVAL_RATE (1) 
#define EXECDTION_TIME (2) 

class input_data_t 

{ 
public: 

int dependent_variable; 
double low; 

double high; 
long n_inc; 
double arrival_rate; 
double execution_tirae; 
double n_funccions; 
double deadline; 
double overhead; 
double p_incompat; 
void read(void); 
void print(FILE *fp); 

}; 

184 

/ 

#endif 
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TRANS.H 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Transaction header file 

#ifndef _TRANS_INC 
#define _TRANS_INC 

tdefine NPROC (8) 
#define NCT (NPROC-1) 
#define MAX_WAIT (1000) 
#define TRANS_COMPLETE (0) 
#define TRANS ARRIVE (1) 

class transaction_t 

{ 
public; 

int priority; 
int group; 
int num_functions; 
int num_waiting; 

double deadline; 
double execution_time; 
double arrive_time; 
double finish_time; 
transaction_t(void); 

}; 

class running_t 
{ 
private: 

int n; 
long n_completed; 

long n_missed; 
transaction t r[NCT]; 

public: 
running_t(void); 
void reset(void); 
void print_all(void); 
int nuni_compare (int nf) ? 
void get_results(long •n_complete, long «n_miss) { 

•n_complete « n_completed; •n_miss « n_missed;}; 
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int n_running(void) {recurn n;}; 
double next_finish_Cime(void); 
inc incompacible_wich(int group, double p); 
void scart_cransaction(cransaccion_t "t); 
inc remove_cransaccion(cransaccion_c «t); 
inc processor_free(void) {return (n < NCT);}; 

}; 

class waicing_t 

{ 
private: 

int n; 
transaction_t w[MAX_WAIT] ; 

public: 
waiting_t (void); 
void reset(void); 

void print_all (void) ; 
int num_cotnpare (int nf) ; 

int n_wait(void) {return n;}; 
int get_next(transaction_t 't); 
void group_finished(int g); 
void insert_transaction(transaction_t "t, double p) ; 

extern double current_time; 
extern compatible_t •compat; 

#endif 
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UTIL.H 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Utility header file 

#ifndef ^DTIL INC 
#define UTIL INC 

double get_next_arrival_time(double avg); 
double get_execution_time(int n, double avg); 
int get_n_functions(double avg); 
int get_next_group(); 
int next_is_compatible(double p); 

#endif 
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COMPAT.H 

Author: Don W. Carr 

Header file for transaction compatibility class, 

#ifndef C0MPAT_INC 
#define COMPAT_INC 

#define MAX_COMPAT (500) 

class compatible_t 
{ 
private: 
unsigned char c[MAX_COMPAT] [(MAX_C0MPAT/8) + 1]; 
void get_byte_bit(int n, int *byte, int *bit) ; 
void set_bit(unsigned char "byte, int bit, int value); 
int get_bit(unsigned char byte, int bit); 

public: 
void set(int a, int b, int value); 
int get(int a, int b); 

}r 

#endif 
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RANDOM.H 

Auchor: Don W. Carr 

Header file for random generator routines. 

#ifndef _RANDOM_INC 
#define _RANDOM_INC 

double Random(int i) ; 
double random_exponential(double average, int i) 
void first_seeds(void); 
void next seeds(void); 

#endif 
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APPENDIX E. SIMULATOR OUTPUT DATA 

Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 675.000000 
High 13500.000000 

Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ras) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 
Prob. Incompatible 

19 
0.125000 

4.000000 
2.000000 

10.000000 

0.050000 

Arrival Rate % Missed Avg. Proc. Avg. In 
675.000000 0.020300 0.336395 

1350.000000 0.021000 0.689025 
2025.000000 0.023500 1.012028 
2700.000000 0.026300 1.369325 
3375.000000 0.028200 1.688750 
4050.000000 0.029100 2,038381 
4725.000000 0.030100 2.294034 
5400.000000 0.039200 2.750829 
6075.000000 0.039900 3.040715 
6750.000000 0.041600 3.361339 

7425.000000 0.042700 3.643580 
8100.000000 0.057000 4.047233 
8775.000000 0.056900 4.456347 
9450.000000 0.084400 4.698608 
10125.000000 0.103700 5.100124 
10800.000000 0.116200 5.454531 
11475.000000 0.210100 5.883021 
12150.000000 0.306000 6.212882 
12825.000000 0.337300 6.384402 

overflow 

0.343131 
0.715369 
1.064651 
1.481057 
1.859391 
2.309119 
2.639055 
3.296951 
3.702761 
4.190058 
4.655890 
5.586699 
5.386447 
7.856905 
9.053482 
10.306129 
14.579418 
19.116604 
21.606518 
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Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 675.000000 
High 13500.000000 
Number of Inc. 19 
Execution Time (ms) 0.125000 
Number of Func. 4.000000 
Deadline (ms) 2.000000 
Overhead (ns) 10.000000 

Prob. Incompatible 0.080000 

Arrival Rate % Missed Avg. Proc Avg. In 
675.000000 0.020900 0 .336400 0. 346351 

1350.000000 0.023900 0 .666922 0. 708612 

2025.000000 0.026300 1 .006009 1. 107741 

2700.000000 0.030400 1 .349439 1. 544241 

3375.000000 0.035600 1 .717471 2. 046212 
4050.000000 0.039900 2 .013077 2. 461070 

4725.000000 0.052900 2 .375244 3. 094196 

5400.000000 0.051200 2 .669186 3. 666908 

6075.000000 0.068900 3 .054990 4 . 458032 

6750.000000 0.104600 3 .403029 5. 803189 

7425.000000 0.095400 3 .648335 6. 060844 
8100.000000 0.126900 3 .997581 7. 583214 

8775.000000 0.174800 4 .386011 9. 904985 

9450.000000 0.264700 4 .812044 13 .546173 

10125.000000 0.509000 5 .147225 32 .025761 

overflow 
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Independent Variable: Arrival Race 
Low 675.000000 
High 13500.000000 
Number of Inc. 
Execucion Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 

Prob. Incompacible 

19 
0.125000 

4.000000 
2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
10.000000 

0.120000 

Arrival Race 
675.000000 
1350.000000 
2025.000000 
2700.000000 
3375.000000 
4050.000000 
4725.000000 
5400.000000 
6075.000000 

6750.000000 

7425.000000 
overflow 

k Missed Avg. 
0.022100 
0.027200 
0.032300 
0.043300 
0.050600 
0.070500 
0.096600 
0.119000 
0.159600 
0.249300 
0.424600 

Proc. Avg. In 
0.336350 
0.689010 
1.006778 
1.367144 
1.684512 

2.032669 

2.370245 
2.693365 
2.995662 

3.313738 

3.713309 

0.351735 
0.754463 
1.153014 
1.703601 
2.230088 
3.022832 

4.155313 
5.045265 
6.385547 
9.162597 
17.425937 

Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 675.000000 
High 13500.000000 
Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 
Prob. Incompacible 

19 
0.125000 

4.000000 
2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
10.000000 

0.150000 

Arrival Rate 

overflow 

% Missed Avg. Proc. Avg. In 
675 .000000 0 .024100 0 .336348 0.357796 
1350 .000000 0 .030200 0 .685126 0.766261 
2025 .000000 0 .036900 0 .999547 1.213522 
2700 .000000 0 .058000 1 .385369 1.873104 
3375 .000000 0 .062400 1 .667026 2.385700 
4050 .000000 0 .091100 2 .008440 3.329147 
4725 .000000 0 .169000 2 .403254 5.211511 
5400 .000000 0 .200700 2 .675452 6.445388 
6075 .000000 0 .381200 2 .949837 12.150761 
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Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 675.000000 
High 13500.000000 
Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 

Prob. Incompatible 

19 
0.125000 

4.000000 
2.000000 

10.000000 
0.200000 

Arrival Rate 
675.000000 

1350.000000 

2025.000000 

2700.000000 

3375.000000 
4050.000000 
4725.000000 

overflow 

% Missed Avg. Proc. Avg. In 

0.025300 0.336400 0.362004 
0.033500 0.674807 0.779841 
0.048000 1.013318 1.344562 

0.078500 1.363333 2.108701 
0.105400 1.674068 2.950071 
0.246000 2.081686 6.074090 
0.357200 2.328505 9.068558 

Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 100.000000 
High 13520.130000 

Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 

Prob. Incompatible 

10 

0.125000 

4.000000 

1.000000 

10.000000 
0.050000 

Arrival Rate % Missed Avg. Proc. Avg. In 
100.000000 0.134000 0 .049825 0.049944 

1442.013000 0.148500 0 .719427 0.751611 
2784.026000 0.158000 1 .401156 1.507508 
4126.039000 0.175700 2 .073036 2.371422 
5468.052000 0.184700 2 .732407 3.222235 
6810.065000 0.205700 3 .381370 4.236405 
8152.078000 0.245900 4 .137878 5.865823 
9494.091000 0.300700 4 .902002 7.986511 
10836.104000 0.348600 5 .276331 10.253996 
12178.117000 0.535600 6 .118069 17.891748 
13520.130000 0.841900 6 .728642 40.564886 
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Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 100.000000 
High 13520.130000 
Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 

Prob. Incompatible 

10 
0.125000 

4.000000 
2 .000000  
10.000000 

0.050000 

Arrival Rate 
100.000000 

1442.013000 
2784.026000 
4126.039000 
5468.052000 
6810.065000 
8152.078000 
9494.091000 

10836.104000 
12178.117000 

13520.130000 

% Missed Avg. 
0.018900 
0.023100 
0.022900 

0.032300 

0.033600 
0.038800 
0.065800 

0.089200 

0.127500 
0.242700 
0.656900 

Proc. Avg. In 
0.049825 
0.719427 
1.401156 
2.073036 
2.732407 
3.381370 
4.137878 
4.902002 
5.276331 

6.118069 

6.728642 

0.049944 
0.751611 
1.507508 
2.371422 
3 .222235 
4.236405 
5.865823 
7.986511 

10.253996 
17.891748 
40.564886 

Independent Variable: Arrival Rate 
Low 100.000000 
High 13520.130000 
Number of Inc. 
Execution Time (ms) 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 
Prob. Incompatible 

10 
0.125000 

4.000000 
4.000000 
10.000000 

0.050000 

Arrival Rate % Missed Avg. Proc. Avg. In 
100.000000 0.000200 0 .049825 0.049944 

1442.013000 0.000100 0 .719427 0.751611 
2784.026000 0.001000 1 .401156 1.507508 
4126.039000 0.001700 2 .073036 2.371422 
5468.052000 0.000700 2 .732407 3.222235 
6810.065000 0.001100 3 .381370 4.236405 
8152.078000 0.003800 4 .137878 5.865823 
9494.091000 0.007200 4 .902002 7.986511 

10836.104000 0.016500 5 .276331 10.253996 
12178.117000 0.053100 6 .118069 17.891748 
13520.130000 0.301800 6 .728642 40.564886 
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Independent Variable: Execution Time 
Low 0.000010 
High 0.000140 
Number of Inc. 
Arrival Rate 
Number of Func. 
Deadline (ms) 
Overhead (ns) 
Prob. Incompatible 

10 

12000.000000 
4.000000 
2 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
10.000000 

0.050000 

Execution Time 
0.000010 

0.000023 
0.000036 

0.000049 

0.000062 
0.000075 
0 . 0 0 0 0 8 8  
0.000101 

0.000114 

0.000127 
0.000140 

% Missed Avg. 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0.000200 

0.001200 
0.006300 
0.016900 

0.048700 

0.102900 

0.298000 
0.827400 

Proc. Avg, In 
0.470770 
1.132610 
1.724615 
2.410441 
3.006940 
3.499448 
4.232046 
4.910954 
5.415279 
6.182564 
6.698317 

0.484972 
1.216033 
1.896875 
2.795856 
3.633537 
4.484866 
5.846315 
8 .081933 
10.946041 
19.416937 

64.195190 
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APPENDIX F. UPDATE METHODS 

In this appendix we discuss methods for updating dependent objects. The 

problem arises when a rule object is dependent on values from one or more other 

objects. With REACT, rule objects are notified of changes by other objects through 

the encapsulated event system. For the prototype system, all rule objeas re-calculate 

(or take actions on other objects) immediately on receipt of event notifications. For 

many applications this is acceptable, but for completeness we will discuss other 

options, and discuss some of the problems with this method. The four basic update 

methods we will discuss are: 1) event-driven, 2) demand-driven, 3) periodic, and 4) 

scan sequence. To illustrate these update methods the example in Figure X will be 

used. The objects A, B, C, D, E, and F are input interface objects, object G is a rule 

object that derives its value from A, B, and C, object H is a rule object that derives its 

value from D, E, and F, and object I is a rule objea that derives its value from objects 

GandH. 

Event-Driven Updates 

With event-driven updates, rule objects immediately update internal values 

upon receiving event notifications. This is currently the update method supported for 

the REACT database kernel prototype. As an example, see Figure F.l. K"objea A is 
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updated, this will cause rule object G to update, and this in turn will cause rule object I 

to update. If B is updated, this will cause rule object G to update, and this in turn will 

cause rule object I to update. Similar actions would occur when C, D, E, and F are 

updated. 

— c  

Figure F.l Update Example 
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Demand-Driven Updates 

With demand-driven updates, objects are updated only when there is a demand 

for the dependent values, possibly as the result of a query. As an example assume that 

we query object I in Figure X. This would require us to first get the values from G and 

H, and in turn the values from A, B, C, D, E, and F. We would then recalculate the 

values for G and H, and then finally recalculate the value for I, and then return the 

results of the query. As you can see this could be quite inefBcient if there were not 

some way of determining if values have changed since the object was last updated. 

There would need to be some way to determine quickly if dependent objects had 

changed since the last recalculation. Also, for most real-time systems, most rules 

would always need to be evaluated immediately in order to trigger alarms or send 

outputs in response to events. 

Periodic Updates 

With periodic updates, objects are evaluated periodically without regard to the 

time that other objects have been updated. With this method of update, objects are 

evaluated at regular intervals regardless of whether dependent values have changed. 

In this scenario, if we query object I in Figure X, the value from the last update is 
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used. Objects G, H, and I would be periodically updated at some interval. It would, of 

course, be desirable to update G and H before updating I. We mention this method for 

completeness only, since the temporal consistency of objects is compromised. This 

method has been widely used in the past because of it's simplicity and ease of 

implementation. 

Scan Sequence Updates 

Scan sequence is a modified event driven update method that substantially 

improves performance and eliminates the possibility of mismatched data used in 

calculations. With scan sequence updates we take a closer look at the way objects are 

updated fi'om the real-world. Typically, a field device will scan input values at regular 

intervals in order that database objects can be updated to reflect values in the real-

world. If one rule object receives event notifications fi'om, and is therefore dependent 

on, multiple objects updated fi'om the same real-world device, then it is desirable that 

the dependent rule object is only evaluated once each time the real-world device is 

scanned. In Figure A. 1, we assume that all values are scanned fi'om the same real-

world device, if we use a strict event-driven policy, then each time the real-world 

device is scanned, one value changed event will be generated by the inter&ce objects 

A, B, C, D, E, and F, three value changed events will be generated by G and H, and 

six value changed events will be generated by L There are two basic problems with 
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this approach; 1) Extra CPU time is used to perform twelve rule evaluations and 

actions (G three times, H three times, and I six times) when only three are required, 2) 

Imprecise calculations can result when values that are not from the same device scan 

are used to perform a calculation. With scan sequence we assign a sequence number to 

each device scan and only update dependent rule objects when value changed events 

have been received with the same sequence number for all dependent objects. In other 

words, rule objects would delay executing update member functions, triggering higher 

level events, or updating internal values until all events from a particular device scan 

have been received. The one disadvantage is that this will probably require some extra 

work on the part of the object programmer. The system can generate an extra event 

such as "scan complete" when all events have been delivered from a particular device, 

but the object programmer would have to write an event handler for this event and 

delay calculations until this event arrives. We could also deliver all events at the same 

time, but the object programmer would still have to modify event handlers to account 

for this. It is desirable to minimize the impact on the object programmer as much as 

possible. 

Summary 

The strict event-driven approach is the most intuitive update model to use. 

With this model, the rule object programmer is only responsible for specifying actions 
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when events arrive and need not worry about how data arrives from real-world 

devices. With the scan sequence model, we avoid redundant and mis-matched 

calculations, but we place the burden of understanding how data arrives from the real-

world on the rule object programmer. 
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